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Homework Schedules
Week 
commencing Week Section of KO to work from

4th Jan B Week 1

10th Jan A Week 2

17th Jan B Week 3

24th Jan A Week 4

31st Jan B Week 5

7th Feb A Week 6

14th Feb B Week 7

Personal Details
Name  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Tutor .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tutor Group  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  School email address  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

School username ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Password  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Sparx username  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sparx password  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classcharts  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Week 
commencing Week Section of KO to work from

28th Feb A Week 8

7th Mar B Week 9

14th Mar A Week 10

21st Mar B Assessment week:  
revise for assessments

28th Mar A
Super-teaching week: teachers will 
set homework linked to knowledge 
gaps identified in assessments

Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday Geog/ Hist Option A English

Tuesday MFL/ Extra Eng/Ma/ Option B Science

Wednesday English Geog/ Hist Tier 2 Vocab

Thursday Science Option A MFL/ Extra Eng/Ma

Friday Maths (Sparx) Maths (Sparx) Option B

Rewards
Homework merits will be awarded daily on class charts. 
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This is how you learn

LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT

Lessons, independent 
practice

WORKING 
MEMORY

Becoming aware of 
knowledge but not 

storing it

LONG TERM 
MEMORY

Knowledge is stored  
to be recalled

LEARNING

REMEMBERING

FORGOTTEN
This is what happens if you do 

not practice ‘remembering’ 
and ‘learning’

ATTENTION
Taking pride in your behaviour 

in class and at home

How should I present my work?
Please remember that the same rules apply to the presentation of your homework as apply for your class work: 
dates and titles (which should be the name of the subject) need to be underlined with a ruler and you 
should present your work as neatly as you are able to. 

If you are self-quizzing correctly, there should be evidence of green pen on your page. Here are some 
examples of how to set out your work:
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Don’t just copy material from the knowledge organiser into your book. 
This will not increase your retrieval strength, since you are not actually 
trying to remember anything.  It won’t stick!

TOP 
TIP

If you find the cover–write–check method too simple, try one of the following strategies:

a) Practice paragraphs / exam questions – use the key information on your knowledge organiser to write  
a paragraph response to the topic. This will show that you can use key vocabulary in context.

b) Revision clock – draw a clock and add the topic in the middle. Break the clock face into 10 minute  
sections. Add notes from the knowledge organiser in each section. Cover the clock and recite the  
information aloud.

c) Transformative tasks – take the information from the knowledge organiser and present it in a different  
format: e.g. a newspaper report, a page from a text book, a comic strip, a set of quiz questions (make sure  
that you include the answers).

d) Additional research – Complete your own research into the topic set on your knowledge organiser.  
Present this new information in your homework book.

e) Use your knowledge organisers to create flashcards. These could be double sided with a question on  
one side and the answer on the other. Alternatively, a keyword on one side and a definition or diagram on  
the other. These are then used for self-quizzing.

f) Draw a mind map, jotting down everything that you can remember from the knowledge organiser.  
Check accuracy, correct in green pen and then repeat.

Self-Quizzing
Why should I self-quiz?
Your mind is split into two parts: the working-memory and the long-term memory. Everybody’s working-
memory is limited, and therefore it can very easily become overwhelmed. Your long-term memory, on the 
other hand, is effectively limitless.

You can support your working memory by storing key facts and processes in long term memory. These facts 
and processes can then be retrieved to stop your working memory becoming overloaded.

Research shows that students remember 50% more when they test themselves after learning something.

This booklet contains knowledge organisers for all of your subjects. Each knowledge organiser has the key 
information that needs to be memorised to help you master your subject and be successful in lessons.

How should I self-quiz, and how often?
Research shows that regular testing improves knowledge retention; in order to learn the information in your  
knowledge organiser, you will need to work with it more than once! If a subject sets homework more than once  
per week, it is highly likely that they will ask you to work with the same information on both nights – this is so that  
you learn it more effectively. There are many different ways to learn the material in your knowledge organiser.

You could:

Cover – Write – Check: Cover up one section of the knowledge organiser, and try to write out as much as you 
can from memory. Check the knowledge organiser to see if you are right; correct any mistakes and fill in any 
missing information in your green pen. Repeat this process at least twice to fill your page. You could also 
include content from the previous week’s homework – especially if there were some parts you struggled with.
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STOP! 

‘Each of us deserves the freedom to pursue our own vision of 
happiness. No one deserves to be bullied’ Barack Obama 

Bullying affects lots of people and can happen anywhere, at 
School, travelling to and from school, in sporting teams, in 
friendship or family groups. 

Bullying can take many forms including; 

 Emotional abuse 
 Social bullying 
 Social media 
 Threatening behaviour 
 Name calling 
 Sexting 
 Sexual exploitation 
 Cyberbullying 
 Physical bullying 

 

 

 

Speak 

‘Don’t you ever let a soul in the world tell you that 
you can’t be exactly who you are’ Lady Gaga 

Support 

‘Blowing out someone else’s candles doesn’t make 
yours shine any brighter’ Drake 

Speak to someone. No one has a magic wand, but we always do 
our best and we do really care. 

There are lots of things you can do to keep yourself safe 
online. 

 Think before you post 

 Don’t share personal details 

 Watch put for phishing and scams 

 Think about who you are talking to 

 Keep your device secure 

 Never give out your password 

 Cover your webcam 

 Use strong passwords 

 Report anything you are unsure of. 

 

What do we do at St. Luke’s to deal with bullying? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mentoring is having a named person you can go to for support 
at School 

Peer mentoring is when older students are trained to become 
‘buddies’ providing support and someone to talk to nearer their 
own age. This helps everyone in School learn that bullying is not 
acceptable. 

Restorative justice brings all children involved together so eve-
ryone affected plays a part in repairing the harm finding a posi-
tive way forward. 

Remember: there is no reason for you to ever put up with any 
kind of bullying 

The average child posts 26 times a day 
on social media—but only 6—out of 10 

followers are real friends 

Set, protect and respect boundaries for 
yourself! 

Images sent on sites like Snapchat can still be saved and 
screenshotted, they stay FOREVER. 
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Pencil The basic tool for drawing, can be used for linear work or 
shading

Biro Drawing can be completed in biro and shaded using 
hatching or cross hatching

Pastel –chalk/oil Oil and chalk pastels can be used to blend colours 
smoothly, chalk pastels give a lighter effect

Coloured Pencil Coloured pencil can be layered to blend colours some are 
water soluble

Acrylic Paint A thick heavy paint that can be used smoothly or to create 
texture

Watercolour A solid or liquid paint that is to be used watered down and 
layered

Gouache A pure pigment paint that can be used like watercolours or 
more thickly for an opaque effect

Spray paint Spray painting is a technique where a device sprays a 
coating of one colour through the air onto a surface.

Press print A polystyrene sheet that can be drawn into to print white 
lines – can be used as more than one layer.

Card Construction Sculptures created by building up layers of card or fitting 
together to create relief or 3D forms.

Collage Both the technique and the resulting work of art in which 
pieces of paper, photographs, fabric and other ephemera 
are arranged and stuck down onto a supporting surface

ART AND DESIGN - AO2: Creative making –
refine work by exploring ideas and experimenting 
with appropriate media, materials, techniques and 
processes.  

TASK: Create a double page display of your own drawings and 
sketches in different types of media of portraits that link to 
your theme. Annotate and explain your work in detail.
STEPS FOR SUCCESS
1. Experiment with monochrome, warm and cool colours.
2. Learn what media, materials, techniques and are best used to 

create different styles.
3.    Practise creating tone and shade with a colourful medium.

WEEK 3 & 4 

WEEK 1 & 2 

TASK: Create a double page display of war portrait images 
taken from a range of sources e.g. internet images, Write out 
an annotation explaining your findings and how this may 
inspire your own work linking to the theme.
STEPS FOR SUCCESS
1. Investigate war portraiture and the different style presented by 

artists.
2. Annotate and explain what media, materials, techniques and 

processes are used to create war portraiture work. 
3.    Incorporate key words amongst your war portrait display.

Different types of Media  
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German artist Otto Dix was a committed painter of portraits. At a time when 
photography had diminished portraiture’s importance and the genre was seen as a 
deeply unfashionable pursuit. 
Dix served in the First World War from 1915, fighting on the Western front in the Battle 
of the Somme. Dix’s experiences affected him deeply. This influenced his art, leaving 
few of the horrors of the front line to the imagination. 
When the Nazis came to power in 1933, Dix was dismissed from his professorship 
teaching art at the Dresden Academy. The reason given was that, through his painting, 
he had committed a ‘violation of the moral sensibilities and subversion of the militant 
spirit of the German people’.
In the years following, some 260 of his works were confiscated by the Nazi Propaganda 
Ministry. Several of these works, appeared in the Entartete Kunst (degenerate art) 
exhibition of 1937–8. The exhibition was staged by the Nazis to destroy the careers of 
those artists they considered mentally ill, inappropriate or unpatriotic.

AO3: Reflective Recording – record ideas, observations and insights 
relevant to intentions as work progresses.

ART AND DESIGN AO1: Contextual Understanding –
Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical 
understanding of sources.

WEEK 5 & 6  

WEEK 7 & 8 

1. TASK: Create a critical study about the artist Otto Dix.
2. Read carefully the critical analysis (deconstruction prompt) on the next 

page in your KO to support your critical study as you are going to 
choose an image to analyse in detail. 

3. Write out your answers to the questions (Steps 1 to 4) to analyse your 
chosen image. Your answers should be written in full sentences (fill a 
page of A4 as a minimum) to the questions on content, form, process 
and mood.

STEPS FOR SUCCESS
Make use of VCOP on the next page to support your writing.
Present your written analysis using sophisticated language and insight. 

1. TASK: Portrait Photoshoot: Take a photoshoot of 16 to 20 photos 
documenting a range of different emotions and gestures using body 
language and facial expressions to capture emotion and mood. Look 
carefully at the painting's and drawings made by Otto Dix for inspiration.

2. Print out your photos and create a double page spread of raw scratchy 
sketches copied from your photos in ink, biro and pencil capturing a 
sense of raw emotion inspired by the work of Dix. 

WEEK 9 

1. TASK: Choose your best drawing from one of our photographs and refine it further 
by using crosshatching and shading to define the raw scratchy line work and 
texture. Create onto A4 paper in preparation to create a mono print in your next 
lesson.

Gas clouds create the 
atmosphere in this 

other-worldly scene.

The figures' features are 
obscured by masks and 
their fingers are curled 

like claws.

The work is in black and 
white which creates 

drama while also building 
on the somber, serious 
nature of the subject.

The artist fills the frame 
with positive space which 

emphasizes the solidarity of 
the soldiers whilst also 
presenting a desturbing 

image of the horror.

The darkness of this 
image reinforces the 

poor visibility 
experienced by the 
soldiers depicted.

Otto Dix, Stormtroops Advancing Under a Gas Attack (c. 1920)
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DDEECCOONNSSTTRRUUCCTTIIOONN  PPRROOMMPPTT  
SSTTEEPP  11  –– CCoonntteenntt  ((aannsswweerr  iinn  ffuullll  sseenntteenncceess))

Who have you chosen to research?
What do you see? Write a brief paragraph explaining what you think is happening (There 
are no right or wrong answers, use your imagination)
In what culture and what time was the work made?
What do you think the artist is trying to communicate? Give reasons.

SSTTEEPP  22  -- FFoorrmm  ((ffoorrmmaall//vviissuuaall  eelleemmeennttss))  ((aannsswweerr  
iinn  ffuullll  sseenntteenncceess))

CCoommppoossiittiioonn: How is the picture made up? Are there any dominant shapes? Draw a 
simple diagram of the picture. Put lines onto the diagram to illustrate where your eye is 
drawn.
SSppaaccee::  How Is space organised? Is it flat or 3D? Try to draw a simple diagram, which 
illustrates how elements like foreground, mid ground and background are arranged.

TToonnee//ccoonnttrraasstt: Is there much contrast in the painting? Produce a simple black and 
white drawing to illustrate areas of strong contrast in the painting.

TTeexxttuurree//ppaaiinntt  ttyyppee: How is texture/paint used? Pick an area of your chosen 
painting and try to reproduce the way in which the paint has been applied.

CCoolloouurr: What are the dominant colours of the painting? What colour harmony is being 
used? Mix some paint and practice using the colour which the artist has used. Try 
altering the colours the artist used and analyse how this alters the mood of the image.

LLiinnee::  Is outline important? Is there a variety of line? Do the lines possess any expressive 
qualities? Think about the other visual element such as pattern, shape and tone.

STEP 3 - Process ((aannsswweerr  iinn  ffuullll  sseenntteenncceess))
How do you think the work was made? What processes do you think the artist went 
through to produce the panting? E.g. materials used, developmental work, sketches 
leading onto a finished piece.

STEP 4 – Mood ((aannsswweerr  iinn  ffuullll  sseenntteenncceess))
What kind of mood/atmosphere is created in the painting? Write a list of descriptive 
words which capture the mood of the work. How does the artist achieve this mood? Is it 
use of colour? What type of lines/materials are used, is it the image arrangement?

Connectives
Developing points
Furthermore
Moreover
Equally
Additionally
Similarly
In the same way
Likewise
Contrasting points
On the other hand
Whereas
Nevertheless
Despite this
Alternatively
Although
Temporal
Firstly
Secondly
To begin with
More importantly
In addition to this
Summing Up
In conclusion
To summarise
Overall
On the whole
To conclude
Emphasise
In particular
Notably
Specifically
More importantly
Unfortunately

Openers
For AO1, I am
This piece 
In short
In contrast
In my opinion
Sometimes
It’s appearance
However
I have chosen
I felt as
I discovered
This means
Firstly
Next
So finally
Another thing
Even though
Meanwhile
In addition
Despite this
I will create
Having decided
Although I had
This composition
When 
considering 
Furthermore
This technique
This process
For example
For instance

VVCCOOPP

Vocab
Abstract
Acrylic
Aesthetics
Assemble
Atmosphere
Background
Balance
Blend
Collage
Colours
Composition
Consistency
Contrast
Distort
Exaggerate
Flat colour
Formal Elements
Foreground
Highlight
Montage
Monochrome
Natural
Palette
Perspective
Realistic
Proportions
Shadow
Tone/Shade
Structure

Combine, exemplify, deepen, inform, compose, relevant, 
reflects, expressionistic, reveals, enhance, broaden, organise, 
contrast, generate, execute, deconstruct, manipulate, visualize.

TIER 3 VOCAB

ART AND DESIGN  
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Week 1: SLOT 1 Week 3: SLOT 1 Week 4: SLOT 1 Week 5: SLOT 1Week 2: SLOT 1

Bitmaps & Sound
Watch the following videos and make 

notes (Cornell Style) in your 
homework book

(All Links and Guide on your Google Classroom)
1.2 Representing images 5:33

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Efxu
AOKZKc

1.2 Representing sound 5:00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ed7A

FAzB8PM

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style 
Question in your Homework Book –

You will DIRT this next lesson.

[OCR GCSE CS Sample Paper 2 Q1a]
Kofi uses his computer to record an 

audio file of himself playing his guitar.
Outline what happens when the 

computer converts the music into a 
file.

(2 marks)

Compression
Watch the following videos and 

make notes (Cornell Style) in your 
homework book

(All Links and Guide on your Google 
Classroom)

1.2 Compression 5:13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k

OFA8FPL5kE

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style 
Question in your Homework Book – You 

will DIRT this next lesson.
[OCR GCSE CS Sample Paper 2 Q1c]

Kofi uses his computer to record an audio 
file of himself playing his guitar.

Kofi is e-mailing his recording to a record 
label. He uses lossy compression to 

produce the music file.
Explain two reasons why using lossy

compression is beneficial.
(4 marks)

Types of Networks
Watch the following videos and make 

notes (Cornell Style) in your 
homework book

(All Links and Guide on your Google Classroom)

1.3 Types of networks 3:03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K

eN3H8_Jhbc

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style Question 
in your Homework Book – You will DIRT 

this next lesson.
[OCR GCSE CS May 2018 Paper 1 Q2a]

A house has computers in each room and a 
central router. Every room allows both 
Ethernet and WiFi connections to the 

router.
Identify if the house network is a LAN (local 

area network) or a WAN (wide area 
network). Justify your choice.

(3 marks)

LAN & WAN
Watch the following videos and make 

notes (Cornell Style) in your 
homework book

(All Links and Guide on your Google Classroom)

1.3 The Internet 5:40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u

0uPibV0JOw

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style Question 
in your Homework Book – You will DIRT 

this next lesson.
[OCR GCSE CS Practice Paper 1 Q5a]

A shopping centre allows customers to 
access free wifi whilst shopping.

The users can access the Internet via 
the wifi connection.

Identify three network hardware 
devices that can be used to support 

the wifi connections.
(3 marks)

HINT – 3 Marks need 3 details

Binary Shift, Hexadecimal Character 
Sets 

Watch the following videos and make 
notes (Cornell Style) in your 

homework book
(All links and guide on your Google 

Classroom)
1.2 Binary shifts 3:22

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B
_3W5C7ppE4

1.2 Representing characters and 
character sets 7:07

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9
oYV4JvSsok

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style Question 
in your homework book – You will DIRT 

this next lesson.

OCR GCSE CS May 2018 Paper 2 Q5aiii]
Show the effect of a binary shift right of 

two places on the binary number 00110100.
(1 mark)

[OCR GCSE CS May 2018 Paper 2 Q5aiv]
Describe a shift that can be used to double 
the value of the binary number 00100100.

(2 marks)

Denary 
numbers

“A numerical system of 
notation which uses 10 as its 
base.  The 10 Decimal base 
digits are 0-9.”

Hexadeci
mal

“A numerical system of 
notation which uses 16 rather 
than 10 as its base.  The 16 Hex 
base digits are 0-9 and the 
letters A-F.”

Overflow

“The generation of a number 
that is too large to be 
represented in the device 
meant to store it.”

Binary 
shifts

“Allows you to easily multiple 
and divide base-2 binary 
numbers.  A left shift 
multiplies by 2 and a right shift 
divides by 2.

Metadata
“A set of data that describes 
and gives information about 
other data.”

Pixels

“A pixel is the smallest unit 
of a digital image or graphic 
that can be displayed and 
represented on a digital 
display device. A pixel is 
represented by a dot or 
square on a computer 
monitor display screen.”

Resolution

“The number of pixels 
(individual points of colour) 
contained on a display 
monitor, expressed in terms 
of the number of pixels on 
the horizontal axis and the 
number on the vertical axis.”

Compre
ssion

“The process of reducing the 
size of a file in terms of its 
storage size.”

Lossy
compres
sion

“A compression scheme where 
their generally involves a loss of 
resolution in parts of the image 
where experiences shows that it 
will be least noticed.”

Lossless 
compres
sion

“A compression scheme that 
allows the original images to be 
recreated.”

Playback 
quality

“The finished quality of the 
digital sound file. This is effected 
by the sample rate and bit-
depth. The higher the number 
the better the quality. The 
higher the number the larger 
the file size. CD quality is 44,100 
samples per second.”

LAN

Local Area Network: “Small 
geographic area. All the 
hardware for the LAN is 
owned by the organisation 
using it. Wired with UTP cable, 
fibre optic cable or wireless 
using routers and Wi-Fi access 
points.”

WAN

Wide Area Network: “Small 
geographic area. All the 
hardware for the LAN is 
owned by the organisation 
using it. Wired with UTP cable, 
fibre optic cable or wireless 
using routers and Wi-Fi access 
points.”

Client-
server 
network

“A client makes requests to 
the server for data and 
connections. A server controls 
access and security to one 
shared file store. A server 
manages access to the 
internet, shared printers and 
email services.  A server runs a 
backup of data.”

Peer-to-
peer 

network

“All computers are equal. 
Computers serve their own files 
to each other. Each computer is 
responsible for its own security 
and backup. Computers usually 
have their own printer.”

Wireless 
access 
point

“A networking hardware device 
that allows a Wi-Fi device to 
connect to a wired network.”

Router

“A router sends data between 
networks. It is needed to 
connect a local area network to 
a wide area network. It uses the 
IP address on a device to route 
traffic to other routers.”

Switch

“A switch sends data between 
computers on a local area 
network. It uses the NIC address 
on a device to route traffic.”

Transmi
ssion 

media

“The physical media over which 
data is transmitted, e.g. twisted 
copper cable, fibre optic etc. ”

Week 1: SLOT 2

Week 2: SLOT 2
Week 3: SLOT 2

Week 4: SLOT 2 Week 5: SLOT 2
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Week 6: SLOT 1 Week 8: SLOT 1 Week 9: Revision Slot 1 Week 9: Revision Slot 2Week 7: SLOT 1
WiFi Encryption, TCP & IP

Watch the following videos and make 
notes (Cornell Style) in your 

homework book
(All Links and Guide on your Google Classroom)

1.3 Modes of connection 12:24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCfC

mt03474
1.3 Wireless encryption 3:15

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pe6W
bfl9qt4

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style Question 
in your homework book – You will DIRT 

this next lesson.

[OCR GCSE CS Practice Paper 1 Q5d]
A shopping centre allows customers to 

access free wifi whilst shopping.
A computer in the office is used to 

send a file to the server in the office. 
The network uses packet switching. 

Explain how packet switching is used 
to transmit the file from the computer 

to the server.
(5 marks)

Protocols and Layers
Watch the following videos and make 

notes (Cornell Style) in your homework 
book

(All Links and Guide on your Google 
Classroom)

1.3 The use of IP and MAC addressing 7:05
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mor7

mvu4YHI
1.3 Standards

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xwK
BxDs7aY

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style 
Question in your homework book –

You will DIRT this next lesson.

[OCR GCSE CS May 2018 Paper 1 Q5a]
When connecting computers into a 

network, the use of appropriate 
protocols are important.

Explain what is meant by a protocol.
(2 marks)

Watch the following videos and make 
notes (Cornell Style) in your homework 

book

1.2 Converting between denary 
and 8 bit binary 8:35

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
pCIUh20mNlA

1.2 Adding two 8 bit binary integers 
7:25

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
3K_Nw_pDzUQ

1.2 Converting between denary 
and 2 digit hexadecimal10:27

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
-4DUyJwTUFw

1.2 Binary shifts 3:22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

B_3W5C7ppE4

1.2 Representing characters and 
character sets 7:07

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
9oYV4JvSsok

1.2 Representing images 5:33
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

6EfxuAOKZKc

1.2 Representing sound 5:01
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

Ed7AFAzB8PM

1.2 Compression 5:14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

kOFA8FPL5kE

1.3 Types of networks 3:03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

KeN3H8_Jhbc

1.3 Factors that affect the 
performance of networks 2:24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
E_9mlCpmnuk

Watch the following videos and make 
notes (Cornell Style) in your homework 

book(choose the topics you need to revise)

1.3 Client server and peer to peer 
networks 2:54

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
fQ8FJUmzsOg

1.3 Hardware to connect a LAN 
5:33

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
MERqUuOu0uQ

OCR GCSE (J277) 1.3 The Internet 
5:41

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
u0uPibV0JOw

1.3 Star and mesh network 
topologies 5:09

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
PR51Iu3DC88

1.3 Modes of connection, wired and 
wireless 12:25

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
CCfCmt03474

1.3 Wireless encryption 3:16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

pe6Wbfl9qt4

1.3 The use of IP and MAC 
addressing 7:06

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
mor7mvu4YHI

1.3 Standards
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

_xwKBxDs7aY

1.3 Common protocols 5:36
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

ncGIs1Wnxn8

1.3 The concept of layers 9:54
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

S6Kwx5ZJpxg

Topologies
Watch the following videos and make 

notes (Cornell Style) in your 
homework book

(All Links and Guide on your Google Classroom)

1.3 Star and mesh network topologies 5:08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PR51I

u3DC88

Revise Keywords

Answer the Following Exam Style Question 
in your homework book – You will DIRT 

this next lesson.
[OCR GCSE CS Sample Paper 1 Q5c]

The owners of a large bakery have a Local 
Area Network (LAN) with a star topology. 

They order their supplies over the Internet. 
When data is transmitted from the bakery 

to the supplier, network protocols are 
used. 

Explain four reasons why the bakery may 
use a star network topology for their LAN.

(4 marks)
HINT – 3 Marks need 3 details

Network 
topology

“The physical or logical 
arrangement of connected 
devices on a network e.g. 
Computers, switches, 
routers, printers, servers 
etc.”

Star 
topology

“Computers connected to a 
central switch. If one 
computer fails no others are 
affected. If the switch fails 
all connections are 
affected.”

Mesh 
topology

“Switches (LAN) or routers 
(WAN) connected so there is 
more than one route to the 
destination. e.g. The 
Internet More resilient to 
faults but more cable 
needed.”

Wired 
connection

“Any physical connection made 
between two or more devices 
e.g. Copper wire, Ethernet 
cables, fibre optics etc.”

Encryption

“Encoding readable data called 
plaintext into unreadable data 
called ciphertext. Only the 
intended recipient can decode 
the data using a key. Protects 
communications from hackers.”

Bluetooth

“A method of exchanging data 
wirelessly over short distances, 
(much shorter than Wi-Fi). 
Examples of typical Bluetooth 
use could be, headphones, car 
mobiles etc.”

Wi-Fi

“Wireless connection to a 
network. Requires a wireless 
access point or router. Data is 
sent on a specific frequency. 
Each frequency is called a 
channel.”

IP address

Internet Protocol Address: 
“A unique string of numbers 
separated by full stops that 
identifies each computer 
using the Internet Protocol 
to communicate over a 
network.”

MAC 
address

Media Access Control 
Address: “A unique 
identifier assigned to 
network interfaces for 
communications at the data 
link layer of a network 
segment. MAC addresses 
are used as a network 
address for most network 
technologies, including 
Ethernet and Wi-Fi.”

Protocol
“A set of rules that allow 
two devices to 
communicate.”

Week 6: SLOT 2

Week 7: SLOT 2 Week 8: SLOT 2
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Ghost Dance. Page 2 of your 
logbook                 

Christopher Bruce became very 
interested in South America, 
especially the political situations 
and upheavals. He thought that 
‘Latin America seemed a little bit 
like Ireland: it had suffered terrible 
disruption and pain over hundreds 
of years since the Europeans began 
to sort of hit the continent.’ 
Although it has a South American 
setting, it’s a universal story. You 
could parallel it with Poland or 
Afghanistan: Cruelty, lack of human 
rights, people who suffer. So in a 
sense, its indirectly political, but it’s 
very much about humanity and just 
about how people get caught up, 
suffer and die. The genre of Ghost 
Dances deals with political 
oppression and dictatorship in 
South America and Bruce’s 
choreography reflects this in a 
eloquent way.                            
Several of Bruce’s works express his 
political, social and ecological 
awareness. Bruce symphonised for 
those suffering as a result of the 
military coup in Chile and influences 
for the creation of Ghost Dances 
include The Chilean Human Rights 
Committee asking Bruce to create a 
work for them and Victor An 
Unfinished Song By Joan Jara.    

Even though Bruce’s work is serious 
and can often appear macabre
(having death as a subject : 
comprising or including a 
personalized representation of 
death The macabre dance included 
a procession of skeletons) ‘the 
villagers’ are also there to celebrate 
the lives of those who were lost to 
the regime. Bruce often talks about 
his admiration of those suffering 
who continue to persevere through 
and still try to live.          
TASK                                                      
In your log book you need to 
answer the following questions in 
full sentences. (page 2)                                       
Purpose Of the dance Piece?                                                    
Educate?                                                            
Inform?                                           
Entertain?                                            
Celebrate?                                               
Raise Awareness?                             
Challenge viewpoints?

Page 2 of your logbook continued..

Expected Wording: 
• describe: provide detail                      
• explain: give more detail or 
reasons                                                                 
• identify: establish or indicate who 
or what (someone or something) is.                                                                              
• dance idea: what the dance is 
about 

Characteristic elements of 
Christopher Bruce’s choreography.       

His dances are generally developed 
from a stimulus such as music, 
painting or literature, but he selects 
themes that can be conveyed 
through dance, drawing from and 
abstracting his subject, rather than 
making direct reference to the 
original.  For the creation of Ghost 
Dances Bruce researched the rituals 
and cultures of South America.  The 
music of the Chilean folk group 
IntiIllimani was influential to the 
creation of Ghost Dances. 

Bruce prefers an audience to keep 
an open mind about his works, 
often avoiding programme notes 
and specific statements.  However, 
he does recognise that his pieces 
are concerned with ideas, rather 
than abstract dance and there is 
usually strong imagery.  The theme 
of Ghost Dances deals with political 
oppression and dictatorship in 
South America and Bruce’s 
choreography reflects this in an 
eloquent and moving way. 

This, and the constant presence of 
the three Ghost Dancers, gives a 
unity to the work. The sombre set 
was designed for a proscenium 
arch stage and consists of a skilfully 
painted backcloth suggesting an 
arid landscape with clear sky, which 
appears to be the view from the 
mouth of a cave.

TASK                                                   
Write notes in your KO and this will 
help you fill in Page 2 of your 
logbook. Theme, Stimulus, Dance 
styles, influences at the time. Who 
worked on it and influences from 
others.          

Page 3 of your logbook                  
KEY FEATURES: 

Any aspect of the choreography, for 
example, the movement content (action, 
space, dynamics), number of dancers, 
relationships, form, structure, lighting, 
costume, set.    

The design is an extremely important 
contributing factor to the whole, but 
Bruce is concerned that any stage setting 
does not intrude in to the dance area 
and that costumes allow for freedom for 
movement. He works closely with 
designers and sometimes creates his 
own designs.  Lighting is always a 
significant element in the design for his 
works.  For Ghost Dances Bruce designed 
his own set, with the costumes by 
Belinda Scarlett and lighting by Nick 
Chelton.     

Bruce always uses a blend of dance 
techniques, notably ballet and 
contemporary.  His own contemporary 
training was in Martha Graham 
technique and strong use of the back 
and a low centre of gravity are 
important elements in his choreography.  
In addition, dependent on the work he is 
researching, he uses another technique, 
for example, incorporating a folk 
element in Sergeant Early’s Dream, tap 
sequences in Swansong or the flamenco 
used in Cruel Garden.  He aims to give an 
essence of these styles, rather than 
reproducing them authentically.  The 
choreographic vocabulary of Ghost 
Dances relies on ballet and 
contemporary techniques and 
incorporates elements of folk and social 
dance.       

TASK
Write notes in your KO and this                                                 
will help you fill in Page 3 of your 
logbook. Key Features, 
choreographic devices and theme.

Key Features continued                           
He sometimes uses recognisable 
‘everyday’ movements, such as 
gesture incorporated into the 
choreography, notably in Rooster.  
The use of gesture in Ghost Dances 
is naturalistic e.g. movements that 
suggest sorrow.                                  
His works have a clear thematic 
base, even if they are non-narrative.  
He frequently demonstrates a 
strong sense of character; for 
example in Rooster, Swansong and 
Cruel Garden.  The characters in 
Ghost Dances comprise of three 
Ghost Dancers and eight Dead (five 
women and three men).  The Ghost 
Dancers have a strong presence and 
what they represent can be left to 
the individual to interpret. The Dead 
represent different social 
backgrounds and have individual 
characters. 

Choreographic Devices               
Motif One                                                  
From the opening section with the 
three ghosts:

Type of Action/dynamics: 
Establishes characteristics; dancers 
bodies  move as one- eeriness, 
bodies are very flexible but strong-
almost un-human. The dynamics-
resistant, sustained create tension 
which further enhances the theme 
and mood                                    
Unison: creates a sense of unity 
amongst the ghosts and makes 
them more powerful.                       
Proximity: working closely together 
provides a sense of team and a 
force to be reckoned with. They 
present as a united front which 
again makes them powerful. Their 
movement is very different to the 
villagers; the ghosts use 
classical/contemporary movement, 
lots of extensions, big jumps, 
balances and lifts which contrasts 
against the folksiness of the 
villagers. This helps to further 
enhance character. 

TASK                                                                   
This will help you fill in Page 3 of 
your logbook. Key Features, 
choreographic devices and theme. 
Explain how the theme is explored 
throughout the work?

You will use this knowledge 
organiser to help you fill in your 
Ghost Dance Logbook                                 
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE WATCHED 
THE DANCE; IT IS ON GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM.

The Facts:

Choreographer: Christopher Bruce    
Company: Various, including              
Rambert Dance  Company                                                        
First performance: 3 July, 
1981
Dance style: A blend contemporary 
(Graham-influenced) and ballet with 
elements of folk and social 
styles.
Music: South American Folk music 
arranged by Nicholas Mojsiejenko 
from recordings by Inti-Illomani.                            
Musical influence: Victar Jara and 
Joan Jara.                                                              
Set Design: Christopher Bruce       
Costume Design: Belinda Scarlett     
Lighting Design: Nick Chelton.   
Narrated by: Christopher Bruce                        
Choreographic style: Thematic and 
episodic with narrative elements. 
Strong characterisation                                   
Theme: Political oppression in Chile                           
Starting point The music and South 
American rituals and 
culture.
Structure: Seven sections, each 
characterised by a different piece of 
music or song.                                                            
Number of Dancers: Five women 
and six men (3 ghosts  and 8 
villagers) (Medium sized cast)

TASK                                                
Write notes in your KO. What are 
your initial impressions of Ghost 
Dances? You must give reasons and 
explain your answer.  (page 1 of 
your logbook)
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Still Life. Page 2 of your logbook 

David then found David Day’s 
Doomsday Book of Animals, and 
came across a paragraph describing 
the senseless destruction, by two 
Icelandic fishermen, of the last 
mating pair of Great Auks and their 
single egg. This text, along with the 
archetypal images of the biblical 
flood and Noah’s Ark, acted as a 
catalyst, helping to shape David’s 
ideas into what was to become the 
first ever ballet to examine the issue 
of extinction and mankind’s 
responsibility to protect and 
preserve global diversity, not only in 
relation to animals but also of 
cultures and lifestyles.

In many ways the work stands alone 
among David’s ballets, distinctive in 
terms of structure, movement style 
and content. He himself describes it 
as ‘an odd piece – not really like 
anything I’ve done before or since.’ 
The ballet is a series of 
divertissements, each one focusing 
upon a different species from the 
official endangered list. The 
quotation marks in the title are 
important. ‘Still Life’ is the name of 
the cabaret being performed at the 
Penguin Café and the Great Auk is 
the enigmatic compere, providing, 
both literally and thematically, a link 
across all the scenes.

In your log book you need to 
answer the following questions in 
full sentences. (page 2)                                        
Purpose Of the dance Piece?                                                    
Educate?                                                            
Inform?                                           
Entertain?  Think about the 
costumes and how the set changes.                                          
Celebrate?  How do they make the 
‘Flea’ appear friendly/funny?                                          
Raise Awareness?                             
Challenge viewpoints?

Page 2 of your logbook continued..

Expected Wording: 
• describe: provide detail                             
• explain: give more detail or 
reasons                                           • 
identify: establish or indicate who or 
what (someone or something) is.                                                   
• dance idea: what the dance is 
about 

Characteristic elements of David 
Bintley’s choreography.   

The ballet begins with a voice-over 
(by Jeremy Irons, British actor) 
describing how the great auk was 
very recently made extinct by man. 
The initial segment is set in a cafe, 
and several humans and penguins 
dance. Each subsequent segment 
prior to the conclusion shows an 
endangered species (or, in the case 
of the Rain Forest People, a culture.) 
The conclusion shows all the 
characters withstanding a 
downpour, and gathering on an ark-
like boat.                                             
The overall theme of the ballet is 
pro-environment, pro-conservation. 
The ballet seeks to make the 
audience more aware of 
endangered species.                          
The style of dance used is modern 
ballet with a mix of social and 
cultural styles to suggest 
geographical locations:
+ English Morris Dance
+ Latin American carnival
+ African dance styles
- References to contemporary and 
post-modern dance

This will help you fill in Page 2 of 
your logbook. Theme, Stimulus, 
Dance styles, influences at the 
time. Who worked on it and 
influences from others.          

Page 2 of your logbook continued..

Themes and Stimuli

1) Doomsday book of animals

2) The music of the Penguin Café 
Orchestra

3) The paintings by Emily Young 
(Album sleeve)

4) Endangered animals/ Extinction 
of animals

5) Mans destruction of the 
environment

6) Images of Noah’s Ark

7) Animals used as a form of 
entertainment (Café at the sides)

Choreographic Style                        
The choreographic style in Still Life 
at the Penguin Cafe is a mix of social 
and cultural dance and dance style 
based on the characteristics of the 
animals dancing. the dance is 
episodic in styles and Bintley uses 
humour and theatrical dance to 
good effect .e.g. there is the use of 
humour in the section with the Hog 
Nosed Skunk Flea the Brazilian 
Woolly Monkey has a jumpy 
carnival style of dance.

*Dancers: 9 soloists plus a Corps De 
Ballet In ballet, the corps de ballet
(French for "body of the ballet") 
This is the group of dancers who are 
not principal dancers or soloists. 
They are a permanent part of the 
ballet company and often work as a 
backdrop for the principal dance                          

*Staging: A proscenium 
arch describes the frame that 
surrounds a stage space, separating 
the audience from the stage. This 
helps to create a fourth wall , which 
is particularly appropriate for 
naturalistic productions.

Continue to complete the table at 
the bottom of Page2 

Page 3 of your logbook                 
KEY FEATURES            
Accompaniment                                  
1) Orchestral                                        
2) Natural sounds: body percussion 
(rat), Squeak (flea), hitting sticks 
(Morris men), gunshot (zebra), tree 
falling (rainforest), wind, rain and 
thunderclaps (storm)                         
3) Each section of music links to the 
geographical location of the 
character or dance style selected.     
4) Unaccompanied interludes 
(silence) are used in between each 
section                                                   
5) Vocal text is used at the 
beginning and end (read by Jeremy 
Irons)                                                     
6) The choreography mirrors the 
infectious rhythms of the music.  
Design   
1) Staging: Proscenium                    
2)Painted backdrop/cyclorama is 
used. Each backdrop links to the 
geographical location of the 
animal/character and also can link 
to the size and climate.                       
3)A café with tables and chairs is 
located at the sides of the stage 
(promotes the idea of a show within 
a show and how we use animals as a 
form of entertainment)                   
4)Lighting: Lights dim and rise to 
indicate the beginning and ending 
of each section. White spotlights are 
placed on the main characters/ 
dancers. Symbolic blue lighting is 
used in the storm to represent the 
rising water. Lighting effects are 
used to show lightening, Colours 
reflect the climate/habitat.                  
5)Props: Trays and glasses, switches 
and sticks.                                    
6)Costume: Anthropomorphic 
(Hybrid of human and animal 
characteristics). The costumes are 
designed to pick up particular 
characteristics of each creature or a 
cultural location. Head-dresses and 
masks are a feature in each section       
7)Projections: Tree falling down 
(Rainforest) and Rain (storm).

Explain how the theme is explored 
throughout the work.

This will help you fill in Page 3 of 
your logbook. Key Features, 
choreographic devices and theme.

You will use this Knowledge 
organiser to help you fill in your 
STILL LIFE AT THE PENGUIN CAFÉ 
Logbook                                                     
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE WATCHED 
THE DANCE; IT IS ON GOOGLE 
CLASSROOM. 

The Facts (you must know are 
these…)
- Choreographer:
David Bintley
- Composer: Simon Jeffes
- Lighting design: John B Read
- Set Design: Hayden Griffin
- Premier date: March 1988
- Company: Royal Ballet
- Dance styles: Ballet, 
Contemporary,   Jazz, Hoe down, 
African, Morris dance and ballroom 

David Bintley’s Inspiration for ‘Still 
Life’ at the Penguin Café ‘Still Life’ at 
the Penguin Café was created in 
1988 by David Bintley, then resident 
choreographer with The Royal 
Ballet. In 1993 Sadlers Wells Royal 
Ballet transferred to Birmingham 
and changed its name to 
Birmingham Royal Ballet. On the 
retirement of Sir Peter Wright, 
David was appointed Artistic 
Director of the company and he 
brought “Still Life” at the Penguin 
Café into BRB’s repertoire in 1996. 
David’s initial inspiration for the 
ballet came from the highly unusual 
music of Simon Jeffes’ Penguin Café 
Orchestra and the album sleeve 
illustrations created by Emily Young. 
The first thing that struck David was 
the oddity of the naked creatures –
part human, part penguin – and the 
surreal café setting: ‘It was a unique 
kind of world and I was intrigued by 
the combination of ‘world music’ 
and the philosophical idea of the 
Penguin Café being an escape from 
the real world… a parallel universe.’

What are your initial impressions of 
Still Life? You must give reasons and 
explain your answer.  (page 1 of 
your logbook)
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WWeeeekk  11  &&  22
MMaatteerriiaallss  RReesseeaarrcchh

Cover-Write-Check
Learn the difference between the two families of wood

HHaarrddwwooooddss
▪ Hardwood trees are usually deciduous with broad leaves. 
▪ They grow best in warm, wet (tropical) areas.
▪ They include the densest, strongest and most durable timbers.
▪ But NOT all hardwoods are hard, e.g. balsa wood.
▪ The cheaper hardwoods are approximately equal                    

in cost to expensive softwoods.
Hardwood List: Ash, Beech, Elm, Mahogany,                         
Maple, Chestnut, Teak, Walnut & Oak.

Softwoods
▪ Softwood trees are evergreen with pine needles 

and cones.
▪ They grow best in cold, dry climates.
▪ They are NOT all soft, e.g. yew.
▪ Softwoods comprise about 75% of timber used 

in the UK
Softwood List:
Cedar, Douglas Fir,
Larch, Pine, Yew &
European Redwood. 

Manufactured Woods
Manufactured boards are usually sheets of processed natural timber 
waste products or veneers combined with adhesives. They are made 

from waste wood, low-grade timber and recycled timber. 

WWeeeekk  33
EEsssseennttiiaall  WWoooodd  WWoorrkkiinngg  TToooollss

Cover-Write-Check
Learn the tools and their uses; this will be 

supplemented with a safety proficiency test during your 
lessons.

WWeeeekk  44  &&  55
RReeffiinneemmeenntt  ooff  
CCoouurrsseewwoorrkk

Ensure your coursework is 
up to date and complete.

• Use the checklist on Google 
Classroom to see what work 
is still incomplete and finish 
it.

• Make improvements and 
refine any finished work to 
help push up your grade.

PLEASE NOTE:
You will be trusted to take 
home, either your whole folder 
or the relevant sheets you 
want to improve. It is then 
your responsibility to bring that 
folder or work back in time for 
the next lesson.

Coping 
Saw

A type of bow 
saw used to cut 
intricate external 

shapes and 
interior cut-outs 
in woodworking 

or carpentry

Scroll
Saw 

(Hegner 
Saw)

Cut intricate 
patterns in wood, 
metal and plastic

File
Shaping or 

smoothing wood, 
metal or plastic

Glass
Paper

Sheets of paper 
or cloth with 

abrasive material 
glued to one 
face, used for 

sanding surfaces 
smooth

Belt 
Sander

High speed 
sander for fast 

removal of 
excess material 
and smoothing

surfaces
MDF Plywood Chipboard

YYeeaarr  1100                        DDeessiiggnn
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WWEEEEKK 66  &&  77
MMaatteerriiaallss  RReesseeaarrcchh  -- PPLLAASSTTIICCSS

Cover-Write-Check
Learn the difference between the two main families of plastics

THERMOPLASTICS
Made from long chain molecules which are entangled but not 
bonded together. This means that they can be melted and 
re-formed. 

THERMOSET
Made from long chain molecules which bond together 
strongly when the plastics are made. This means that they 
cannot be re-melted. Thermosets are rigid and non-flexible 
even at high temperatures.

WWEEEEKK  88  &&  99
VViissuuaall  &&  TTaaccttiillee  EElleemmeennttss  ttoo  rreevviissee
These are the basic elements that are used by 

Artists/Designers in creating Art/Products: they are 
what you use to create an aesthetically pleasing 
piece of work. When we make Art, we need to 

understand and apply these seven Elements of Art.

Cover – Write – Check
LINE - A mark made by an implement. Line is the 
path left by a moving point e.g. a pencil, pen or brush 
dipped in paint.

COLOUR - Is one of the most dominant elements. It 
is created by light. There are three properties of 
colour; Hue, Shade/Tint (values) and Intensity
(brightness). 

TEXTURE - This is relating to the surface quality, the 
way something feels or looks like it feels. 

SHAPE - The outline or form of something. An area 
enclosed by a line. It could be just an outline or it 
could be shaded in.

FORM - Form is a Thee-Dimensional Shape, such 
as a cube, sphere or cone. Sculpture and 3D Design 
are about creating forms.

TONE - Degrees of lightness or darkness. The 
difference between values is called value contrast.

SPACE - The distance around and between things. 
How it’s used to create the illusion of depth.

PROPORTION - The size and shape of one object in 
comparison to another.

SCALE - The difference sizes of shapes used, to 
enlarge or reduce something to scale

PATTERN - A repeated image on a surface.

DECORATION – The activity of making something 
look more attractive by putting things on it or around 
it

STRUCTURE – The way in which the parts of a 
system or object are arranged or organized

WWEEEEKK 1100
EEvvaalluuaattiioonn

An evaluation is a piece of 
writing where you look at 
your project as a whole 

and discuss its successes 
& weaknesses. This can 
help others understand 
what you were trying to 

achieve.

Answer the following 
questions using full 

sentences 
1. How did you adapt your 

design to work on the 
materials given?

2. What materials did you 
use?

3. What have you learned 
about those materials?

4. What tools have you 
used?

5. What skills have you 
learned and developed 
during the project?

6. Was your final piece 
successful?

7. Are there any elements 
you like in particular? 
Why? 

8. Is there anything you 
would improve/change? 
Why?

YYeeaarr  1100                        DDeessiiggnn

AACCRRYYLLIICCSS
• A very rigid 

plastic which can 
be coloured or 
clear. 

• Its very durable 
and polishes to a 
high shine.

• It is used a lot in 
technology 
because it can 
be worked and 
formed easily.

Common uses 
include:
• Signs, keyrings & 

Replacement for 
glass

• There are many different types of plastics, but they all belong 
to two families.

• Thermo-plastics
• Thermosetting Plastics
• The main difference between the two is that thermo plastics 

can be melted and re-shaped, but thermosetting plastics 
cannot be melted and re-shaped.

• (“Thermo” = heat, “plastic” = able to be formed)

RIGID 
POLYSTYRENE

• A lightweight plastic 
that is hard and rigid.

• It can be clear and 
has good water 
resistance.

• High Impact 
Polystyrene sheets 
are commonly used 
to vacuum form parts 
in schools.

Common uses 
include:
• Utensils, Model kits 

& Packaging

EXPANDED POLYSTYRENE
• A very lightweight plastic.
• Floats and is a good heat insulator
Common uses include:
• Packaging & Insulation

RIGID PVC
• A rigid plastic, quite 

hard, tough and has a 
very good resistance 
to chemicals.

Common uses include:
• Pipes, Guttering & 

Window frames
POLYTHENE

• There are two types of 
polythene, Low Density 
Polythene and High    
Density Polythene.

• A flexible plastic, soft good 
chemical resistance and    
has a waxy feel.

Common uses include:
• Food Bags, Bowls & Buckets
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Logbook - Rehearse/Lines/PowerPoint 
– Learn:

CI -Themes - Here are three main themes of   
The Curious Incident

• Family
• honesty and trust
• braving the unknown

Family is at the heart of the play, and through 
Christopher's relationships with his mother 
and father, Stephens explores the idea of 
what makes a parent and also what family 
means. The challenges of living with other 
people are also shown as Christopher moves 
from his father's house to his mother's. The 
idea of family and what it means is explored 
throughout the play. Christopher comes from 
a family that has fallen apart. He has to deal 
with the impact this has on his life and the 
lives of his mother and father. 

Honesty and trust is another key theme, all 
the characters at different points are either 
dishonest with others or with themselves. 
Each of the main characters has issues of 
trust and honesty with each other. Ed lies to 
Christopher about his mother, Christopher 
lies to Ed about stopping his investigation. 
When Christopher discovers the truth about 
his mother and Wellington, he feels he can no 
longer trust his father. 

Finally the theme of braving the unknown is 
largely explored through Christopher and his 
experiences in the world. He has to be brave 
and try new things in order to get to the 
bottom of his investigation of Wellington's 
death. He also has to be very brave during his 
journey to London to find his mother, tackling 
the daunting London Underground by 
himself. He also has to face the uncertainties 
of his A-level exam. In getting through all 
these challenges Christopher grows as a 
person and learns a lot about himself and his 
own capabilities.

Logbook -
Rehearse/Lines/Powerpoint -

Learn

CI - Characters - The action in The Play 
revolves around 
the protagonist Christopher Boone. 

Initially, the audience watches him 
interact with Mrs Shears (the owner of 
Wellington the dog), his teacher, 
Siobhan, and his father, Ed. 

Once Christopher begins his 
investigation into the murder of 
Wellington he comes into contact with 
Mrs Alexander, his elderly neighbour, 
and as his story moves to London he 
makes contact with Judy, his mother 
whom he thought was dead, and her 
boyfriend, Roger who was married to 
Mrs Shears.

Christopher meets a number of minor 
characters along the way including 
'Man with Socks', 'Punk Girl', a number 
of policemen, Reverend Peters and his 
head teacher, Mrs Gascoyne.

Christopher

Christopher Boone is a very talented 15 
year old. He knows a lot about space 
and mathematics - he also finds people 
confusing and notices the tiniest details 
about the world around him that most 
people would ignore. 

He and his father Ed are very similar in 
that they are both quite stubborn 
and determined. 

The unique behaviours he presents 
could suggest that he is on the autistic 
spectrum. It is important to realise, 
however, that this is never mentioned 
directly in the play.

The audience watch as Christopher 
investigates the killing of Wellington 
the dog, then travels to London to find 
his mother and finally takes his Maths 
A-level. 

During the course of his journey he 
learns that he can achieve anything 
that he puts his mind to.

Logbook -
Rehearse/Lines/Powerpoint - Learn

CI - Dramatisation:
• The three key areas we looked 

at were:
• casting choices
• performance choices
• staging choices
• The idea of dramatisation is 

all about getting the play off 
the page and onto the stage.

Casting Choices
• Ensemble cast
• Multi-rolling
Performance Choices
• The Character’s Motivation
• What the character says about 

her/himself
• What the character says about 

other characters
• What other characters say 

about her/him
• Physical Theatre – Frantic 

Assembly
• Abstract Movement in time to 

Chanted Phrases 

Staging choices
• In the Round or End On 

(proscenium Arch)
• Use of Music, Set and Lighting 

to create atmosphere.
Video Clips of Curious Incident
• Here is a link to all of our 

Clips:
• Watch them all again and 

make notes:
• https://www.bbc.co.uk/progra

mmes/b03dwq2r/clips

Every week you have three 
tasks:

1. After each lesson, Write a detailed 
analytical and evaluative entry in 
your Drama Logbook  about the 
lesson, it’s learning points and you 
progress. (See accompanying Sheet 
to help)

2. Do the task set in the lesson- which 
could be to learn lines, rehearse  or 
write part of your power point (See 
accompanying Sheet to help).

3. Learn the Knowledge below:

Short Synopsis of the Play
1. Christopher discovers the body of 
Wellington the dog and decides to 
investigate his death despite his dad's 
warnings not to pry into other people's 
business.
2. Mrs Alexander tells Christopher that his 
mum had an affair. He then discovers a 
box full of letters his mother has sent him 
and realises that she is not dead as he had 
been led to believe by his dad.
3. Ed finds a distressed Christopher and 
confesses the truth to him. He tries to 
explain why he lied about his mother - he 
also reveals it was he who killed 
Wellington.
4. Losing trust in his father, Christopher 
decides he cannot live with him anymore 
and so he must go to London to find his 
mother, Judy.
5. Christopher gets on the train to London, 
very brave considering he has never left 
Swindon. He uses the London 
Underground and has a chaotic and 
eventful journey.
6. Eventually he reaches his mother's flat. 
Her boyfriend, Mr Shears, does not like 
having Christopher around.
7. Christopher and his mum leave, and 
move back to Swindon.
8. Christopher starts to rebuild his 
relationship with dad. After his pet rat 
dies, Ed gives him a puppy.
9. Even though he is only 15, Christopher 
takes his Maths A-level exam. He passes 
and gets an A*. By the end of the play 
Christopher is looking forward to the 
future.

Logbook -Rehearse/Lines/Powerpoint /learm
LCI - Form, Structure language

The form is the type of  text and genre 
that the writer chooses to use. The 
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-
Time was originally a novel and has been 
adapted by Simon Stephens into play 
form. This version of the text is meant to 
be seen in performance. The staging of the 
play is original and contributes massively 
to how the audience perceive the events 
and characters on stage. The play fits into 
three possible genres - a family drama, a 
crime mystery and a coming of age story 
or Bildungsroman. Bildungsroman is a type 
of novel/play that tells about the early 
moral, psychological, and intellectual 
development of the main character. The 
Harry Potter books are a modern-day 
example. 

The structure is how the writer chooses to 
order the events of the story they want to 
tell. Does it follow a traditional beginning, 
middle and end structure or does it change 
things around? The play is written in two 
parts. The first part details Christopher's 
investigation into the murder of 
Wellington, whilst the second part deals 
with his journey to London to find his 
mother. This makes it seem very simple on 
the surface but the structure of the play is 
complex and interesting: 1. it is a play 
within a play, 2. it has multiple narrators, 
3. it plays with time and space. 

The language can be split into dialogue 
and stage directions. The dialogue is fast 
moving and realistic and adds the 
following to the characters:  1.personality, 
2. motivations, 3. moves the action 
forward (pace). The stage directions tell 
the actors what to do on stage or how to 
say their lines. In The Play the stage 
directions are simple and focus on actions 
- where actors should stand and what they 
should do.
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Analysis

This DOES NOT mean you just describe what you did. 

To analyse something, you must:
Say WHAT you did
Detail HOW you did it
Say WHY you did it

Evaluate

This DOES NOT mean you just say it was ‘good’ or ‘bad’.
To evaluate something, you must:

Form a judgement on whether a performance idea or element was 
effective (YOUR OPINION)
Support your statement with evidence (WHY)
What was conveyed?

Reflection

A thought, idea, or opinion formed or a remark made as a result of 
meditation on the task, activity.
A consideration of the subject matter, idea, or purpose of the 
work.

Tier 3 Drama Language you should use in your 
Drama Logs

Things to include in your Drama Log: What? How? Why? and / 
or research notes

Include mention of the Drama strategies, media and elements:

Strategies of Drama:

Still Image/Thought Tracking/Narration/Hot Seating/Role 
Play/Cross-Cutting/Forum Theatre/’Marking the Moment’

Medium of Drama: 

The use of: Costumes/Masks, Make-up/Sound/Music 
Lighting/Space and Levels/Set/Props/Movement (Gesture, 
Poise, Posture, Stillness) /Mime/Voice (Pitch, Pace, pause, 
Intonation, clarity, projection)/Spoken Language

Elements of Drama: 

Action/Plot/Content/Forms/Climax/Anti-
Climax/Rhythm/Pace/ 
Tempo/Contrasts/Characterisation/Conventions/Symbols

Write paragraphs as to how that ‘Drama’ concept/idea was 
explored.

Include the following: What skills we practiced? What role(s) 
did you take? How well did the group work together? Give 
details. 

What was the task? How did you carry it out (Medium)? Why 
did you do this, in other words -What were you trying to 
convey? What were your intended messages to the audience? 
How did you think your performance/contribution/activity 
went? What were you proud of? What will you do better next 
time? What are you working on to improve?

Ideas to structure your LOG and Sentence Starters:

Today we were working on NAME SCENE, which include NAME 
CHARACTERS and was set in PLACE and  in this scene DESCRIBE  
WHATS HAPPENNING.

Analysis:

I was playing NAME CHARACTER, s/he is NAME EMOTION AND 
STATE WHY, I showed this by using DETAIL 2 OR 3 GESTURES, 
DESCRIBE FACIAL EXPRESSIONS and EYE FOCUS. I spoke in DESCRIBE 
VOCAL TECHNIQUES USED – TONE, HIGH/LOW PITCH, I PAUSED –
SAY WHEN and WHY, I spoke FAST/SLOW because SAY WHY, 
LOUD/QUIETLY WHY? I moved 
QUICKLY/CAREFULLY/SNEAKILY/BACKWARDS//FORWARDS/IN  A 
CIRCLE etc. SAY WHY, . I USED LEVEL- EXPLAIN WHY.

Evaluation:

I did this to show that NAME CHARACTER was Feeling DESCRIBE 
EMOTIONS, in order to convey (key word) STATE WHAT YOU WERE 
TRYING TO TELL THE AUDIENCE ABOUT THE CHARACTER OR 
SITUATION.

It worked in this way EXPLAIN, but next time we are going to change 
STATE WHAT, in order to achieve STATE WHAT.

Reflection:

I thought the rehearsal went WELL/BADLY etc. today EXPLAIN WHY, 
IN DETAIL. 

STATE HOW YOU ARE GOING TO DO IT NEXT TIME. 

STATE HOW YOU ARE DOING AND FEELING AND WHAT YOU ARE 
GOING TO DO IN ORDER TO UPGRADE YOUR PROGRESS NEXT TIME.

Equally you can write in the same way about the work of others.

WHAT TO INCLUDE IN THE POWERPOINTS:
What to include in your PP Presentation for 
Component One
You Create One Powerpoint for each play
(Tip - Include lots of pictures and colour)

1. Title page with Picture(s)
2. Why you recommend this play to the selection 
panel, in brief
3. The performance style of the play  – Physical Theatre 
Frantic Assembly – At least 3 slides on the Company 
and their ideas.
4. Mark Haddon’s Book - At least 1 Slide
5. Simon Stephens  - At least 1 Slide
9. The play - 2-3 slides on the play  - Synopsis and 
History
10. Social, Cultural, Political, Context – 2-3 Slides 
(Autism – The Noughties {2000’s})
11. The Themes of the Play – with examples – At least 3 
themes on separate slides.
12. The moral message and Purpose of the play. 2 
Slides
13. Detailed outline of explorative workshops carried 
out. 7- 10 slides.
14. Roles and responsibilities- Two slides each for 
Actors and Directors, at least. One slide each for 
Costume, Lights and Sound. Compare and contrast to 
the other play.
15. 2 Concluding Slides with summary (Why you 
recommend the play).
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Week 1: An Inspector Calls
Mr and Mrs Birling

1. Learn / revise  each of the 
key quotes using the look, 
cover, write, check method. 
Make sure that you green 
pen your responses.

2. For each of the following 
essay titles, produce a 
premise and essay plan. 
What are they key points 
you would make in your 
response?

How far does Priestley present 
Mr Birling as a man who cares 
only for himself and his family?

How far does Priestley present 
Mrs Birling as an unlikeable 
character?

Sheila and Eric

1. Learn / revise  each of the 
key quotes using the look, 
cover, write, check method. 
Make sure that you green 
pen your responses.

2. For each of the following 
essay titles, produce a 
premise and essay plan. 
What are they key points 
you would make in your 
response?

How far does Priestley present 
Eric as emotional in the play? 

How does Priestley present 
Sheila as a character who learns 
important lessons about herself 
and society? 

Week 3: An Inspector Calls
Gerald and Inspector Goole

1. Learn / revise  each of the 
key quotes using the look, 
cover, write, check 
method. Make sure that 
you green pen your 
responses.

2. For each of the following 
essay titles, produce a 
premise and essay plan. 
What are they key points 
you would make in your 
response?

How does Priestley use the 
character of the Inspector to 
suggest ways that society 
could be improved? 

How does Priestley present 
the character of Gerald Croft?

Week 4: A Christmas Carol

Scrooge

1. Learn / revise  each of 
the key quotes using 
the look, cover, write, 
check method. Make 
sure that you green 
pen your responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Dickens 
presents Scrooge as a 
character in need of 
change.

Week 5: A Christmas Carol

Fred, Bob Cratchit and 
Marley’s Ghost

1. Learn / revise each of 
the key quotes using 
look, cover, write, 
check. Make sure that 
you green pen your 
responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Dickens 
presents attitudes towards 
poverty in ‘A Christmas 
Carol’.

Week 2: An Inspector Calls

The Ghosts

1. Learn / revise  each of 
the key quotes using 
the look, cover, write, 
check method. Make 
sure that you green 
pen your responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Dickens uses 
the ghosts to help Scrooge 
change his attitudes and 
behaviour.

Conflict

1. Learn / revise each of 
the key quotes using 
look, cover, write, 
check. Make sure that 
you green pen your 
responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Shakespeare 
presents aggressive male 
behaviour in Romeo and 
Juliet. (Based on Act 1 
Scene 1 extract)

Love

1. Learn / revise  each of 
the key quotes using 
the look, cover, write, 
check method. Make 
sure that you green 
pen your responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Shakespeare 
presents the relationship 
between Romeo and 
Juliet. (Based on Act 1 
Scene 5 extract)

Family

1. Learn / revise each of 
the key quotes using 
look, cover, write, 
check. Make sure that 
you green pen your 
responses.

2. Produce a premise and 
essay plan for the 
following essay title:

Explore how Shakespeare 
presents Lady Capulet and 
Juliet’s relationship in act 1 
scene 3 and how he presents 
parents and children in the play 
as a whole.

Key Quotes revision

1. Choose one of the 
essay titles for ‘An 
Inspector Calls’ and use 
the structure strip to 
produce one analytical 
paragraph.

2. Now do the same for 
one of the ‘A Christmas 
Carol’ essay titles.

3. And now repeat for 
‘Romeo and Juliet’.

Remember to develop 
your analysis in enough 
detail and use academic 
register.

Week 6: A Christmas Carol Week 8: Romeo & Juliet Week 9: Romeo & Juliet Week 10: RevisionWeek 7: Romeo & Juliet
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Week 1: An Inspector Calls Week 3: An Inspector Calls Week 4: A Christmas Carol Week 5: A Christmas CarolWeek 2: An Inspector Calls

Priestley uses Sheila as a symbol of 
change and socialism. As a member 
of the younger generation, Sheila 
gives the audience hope that their 
society can improve if people take 
responsibility for the impact of their 
actions. You could also argue that 
Sheila comes to reflect new ideas 
about gender equality, connected to 
the suffragette movement of the 
period – she challenges the 
outdated attitudes of her father, 
mother and Gerald Croft. 

“..is it the one you wanted me to 
have?”
“These girls aren’t cheap labour –
they’re people.” 
“Mother –You mustn’t try and build 
up a kind of wall between us and 
that girl.” 

At first, Priestley uses Eric’s actions 
to symbolise how capitalists abuse 
their power over the working class 
(for example, treating Eva Smith ‘as 
if she were an animal, a thing, not a 
person’). However, Eric does change 
in the play. By the end, Eric, like his 
sister, is used by Priestley as a 
symbol to represent the younger 
generation and socialism. Eric gives 
the audience hope that their society 
can improve if people take 
responsibility for the impact of their 
actions. 

“Because you’re not the kind of 
father a chap could go to when he’s 
in trouble – that’s why.” 
“Then – you killed her. She came to 
you to protect me – and you turned 
her away.”

Priestley uses Gerald as a symbol to 
represent the selfish attitudes of 
the upper class. The fact that Gerald 
doesn’t change his attitudes 
conveys how ingrained this 
attitudes were in the aristocracy, 
and how difficult it was to change 
them.

“My God!... I've suddenly realised -
taken in properly - that she's dead-”
“Everything’s alright now Sheila, 
what about this ring?”

The Inspector is Priestley’s 
mouthpiece – he conveys 
Priestley’s strong socialist views. He 
challenges the characters, and 
therefore the audience, about their 
treatment of the working class. You 
could argue that the fact that he 
operates outside of time gives him 
a moral or Godly power that places 
his views above all of the others in 
the play. The Inspector also 
heightens drama – his entrances 
and exits are all well-timed in order 
to create maximum tension. 

“After all it’s better to ask for the 
earth than to take it”
“There are millions and millions and 
millions of Eva Smiths and John 
Smiths still left with us…We don’t 
live alone. We are members of one 
body. We are responsible for one 
another.”
“The time will come when if men 
will not learn that lesson, they will 
be taught it in fire and blood and 
anguish.”

Scrooge represents selfish 
members of Victorian upper 
and middle classes. He 
refuses to give to charity and 
demonstrates a Malthusian* 
attitude towards poverty. 
Dickens establishes Scrooge 
as an unsympathetic figure to 
make his transformation 
more powerful.

*Malthusian – supporting the 
views of Thomas Malthus, an 
economist who argued that it 
would be better for the poor 
to die. 

Scrooge – stave 1
“A squeezing, wrenching, 
grasping, scraping, clutching, 
covetous, old sinner.”
“Hard and sharp as flint…”
“Solitary as an oyster”
“Are there no prisons?”
“If they would rather die, they 
had better do it and decrease 
the surplus population”

Scrooge – stave 5
“I am as light as a feather, I 
am as happy as an angel…”
“I’m quite a baby.”
“…as good a friend, as good a 
master, and as good a man…”

Dickens has constructed Fred as 
symbol of kindness, generosity 
and forgiveness. He is a 
mouthpiece for Dickens’ views 
on importance of  Christmas and 
true Christian values. 

“He had so heated himself with 
rapid walking in the fog and 
frost, this nephew of Scrooge's, 
that he was all in a glow; his face 
was ruddy and handsome; his 
eyes sparkled, and his breath 
smoked again.”

“I have always thought of 
Christmas as a good time, a kind, 
forgiving, charitable, pleasant 
time”

Dickens has constructed the 
character of Bob Cratchit as a 
symbol of the working poor in 
Victorian society, evoking 
sympathy from a reader who 
might ordinarily have criticised 
the ‘idle’ nature of the poor. 

“The clerk’s fire was so very 
much smaller that it looked like 
only one coal”

Marley’s Ghost can be seen as a 
physical representation of the 
Christian belief system of 
heaven and hell and the 
importance of repentance and 
redemption. He is shown to be 
in purgatory, a state of limbo in 
between death and heaven 
where the souls of sinners go 
until they have repented their 
sins and can go to heaven. 

“I wear the chain I forged in life. I 
made it link by link and yard by 
yard.”
“Mankind was my business”

Priestley uses Mr Birling as a 
symbol of the selfishness and 
arrogance of capitalists in 
Edwardian society. Priestley 
wanted his audience to dislike 
Mr Birling and to see him as a 
fool. By rejecting the attitudes 
held by Mr Birling, Priestley’s 
audience would lead a more 
responsible, socialist life.

“I’m talking as a hard-headed, 
practical man of business.”
“..Titanic –unsinkable, absolutely 
unsinkable.”
“A man has to make his own 
way – has to look after himself –
and his family too.” 
“Look Inspector, I’d give 
thousands, thousands…” 

Priestley uses Mrs Birling as a 
symbol of the hypocrisy of the 
wealthier, privileged classes and 
their selfish attitudes. She sees 
the working class as morally 
inferior. Priestley wanted his 
audience to despise Mrs Birling 
and the ignorant social snobbery 
she represents.

“Girls of that class-” 
“Unlike the other three, I did 
nothing I’m ashamed of.” 
“As if a girl of that sort would 
ever refuse money” 
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Week 6: A Christmas Carol Week 8: Romeo & Juliet Week 9: Romeo & Juliet Week 10: RevisionWeek 7: Romeo & Juliet

Shakespeare criticises the 
widespread violence of Elizabethan 
England, suggesting it is the 
innocent who suffer in a divided 
society. 

Commenting on contemporary 
ideas around masculinity, 
Shakespeare reflects on the 
consequences of the linking of 
violence with honour. 

Conflict Quotes:

“Part fools! Put up your swords, you 
know not what you do.” (1:1 
Benvolio)

“What, drawn, and talk of peace! I 
hate the word, as I hate hell, all 
Montagues, and thee” (1:1 Tybalt)

“Now, by the stock and honour of 
my kin, to strike him dead I hold it 
not a sin” (1:5 Tybalt)

“I will withdraw, but this intrusion 
shall, now seeming sweet, convert 
to bitt’rest gall.” (1:5 Tybalt)

“This alliance may so happy prove 
to turn your households’ rancour to 
pure love” (2:3 Friar Lawrence)

“Boy, this shall not excuse the 
injuries that thou hast done me; 
therefore turn and draw.” (3:1 
Tybalt)

“And so, good Capulet, - which 
name I tender as dearly as my own, 
- be satisfied.” (3:1 Romeo)

“O calm, dishonourable vile, 
submission!” (3:1 Mercutio)

“A plague o' both your houses!” (3:1 
Mercutio)

“Fire-eyed fury be my conduct 
now!” (3:1 Romeo)

Perhaps drawing on his classical 
education, Shakespeare explores 
the different types of Greek love in 
order to show the damaging nature 
of Eros.

At the beginning of the play, 
Shakespeare presents Romeo as an 
archetypal Petrarchan lover. His 
ability to fall in and out of love 
demonstrates his impetuous nature. 

Love Quotes:
“Shuts up his windows, locks fair 
daylight out, and makes himself an 
artificial night” (1:1 Montague)

“Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold 
fire, sick health.” (1:1 Romeo)

“Love is a smoke raised with the 
fume of sighs” (1:1 Romeo)

“Bound more than a madman is; 
shut up in prison, kept without my 
food, whipt and tormented” (1:2 
Romeo)

“Compare her face with some that I 
shall show,/And I will make thee 
think thy swan a crow.” (1:2 
Benvolio)

“O, she doth teach the torches to 
burn bright!” (1:5 Romeo)

“So shows a snowy dove trooping 
with crows” (1:5 Romeo)

“Did my heart love till now? 
Forswear it, sight! I ne’er saw true 
beauty till this night” (1:5 Romeo)

“It is the east and Juliet is the sun” 
(2:2 Romeo)

“Bright angel” (2.2 Romeo)

“With love’s light wings did I 
o’erperch these walls” (2:2 Romeo)

“Swear not by the moon the 
inconstant moon” (2:2 Juliet)

“It is too rash, too unadvis’d, too 
sudden, too like the lightning”(2:2 
Juliet)

It was considered the duty of 
parents to raise their children in a 
proper manner and the 
responsibility of children to honour 
and obey their parents.

Elizabethan marriage customs were 
important, with couplings arranged 
by important members of the 
family. Women were expected to 
marry to increase the wealth and 
social position of the family and 
then to produce children, ideally 
male heirs. 

Family Quotes: 

“My child is yet a stranger in the 
world” (1.2 Capulet)

“Let two more summers wither in 
their pride /Ere we may think her 
ripe to be a bride” (1:2 Capulet)

“Earth hath swallowed all my hopes 
but she. She’s the hopeful lady of 
my earth” (1:2 Capulet)

“Within her scope of choice lies my 
consent” (1:2 Capulet)

“Hang thee, young baggage! 
disobedient wretch!” (3:5 Capulet)

“Or I will drag thee on a hurdle 
thither.” (3:5 Capulet)

“My fingers itch” (3:5 Capulet)

“hang, beg, starve, die in
the streets” (3:5 Capulet)

“Talk not to me, for I'll not speak a 
word: do as thou wilt, for I have 
done with thee.” (3:5 Lady Capulet)

Start with a clear statement of your view.
• [writer] has crafted…
• Through his creation of X, [writer] 

has…
• 3 adjective start,

Identify a key quotation – keep it to the 
point. 
• This is evident in the line, ‘X’…
• The reader realises this through 

the phrase, ‘X’ 
• This is best illustrated through
Explain what this quotation literally 
means. () 
• This shows
• …which suggests…
• …which reveals…
Now analyse the methods used – what 
techniques have been used?
• [writer]’s use of X indicates…
• Interestingly, the word ‘X’ is used: 

this suggests...
• By using X here, the author…
**Now offer a secondary interpretation. 
• This evidence also supports the 

claim that… by…
• Alternatively…
• Furthermore, it might be 

suggested that…
Now relate this to the effect on the 
reader: 
• The reader feels/thinks/realises…
• The reader is forced to…
• In response, a reader may… 
• [writer] wanted the reader to…

Link to the context 
How does your contextual knowledge help 
you to understand why Shakespeare has 
chosen to draw on these connotations?
If you haven’t already: Explain how this 
links to the context of the time or/and 
why the writer wants the reader to react 
this way. 
• [Writer] desired this reaction so that…
• This may suggest that [writer] was 

influenced by beliefs in his time:…

The Ghost of Christmas Past 
symbolises repressed memories. 
The light which shines from its head 
symbolises ‘shining a light’ on your 
past and the healing that can 
happen when you do; furthermore, 
the cap that is used to extinguish 
the light is the ability that we all 
have to ignore the light of a 
memory.
“It was a strange figure… it wore a 
tunic of purest white… from the 
crown of its head there sprung a 
bright clear jet of light”
“Would you (Scrooge) so soon put 
out the light I give?”

The Ghost of Christmas Present: 
personifies the generosity that can 
arise from Christmastime. Its attire 
reflects this. Although it takes 
Scrooge through a journey to see all 
who celebrate Christmas, no matter 
how poor they might be, he also 
delivers unflinchingly difficult 
messages.
“There sat a  jolly Giant, glorious to 
see; who bore a glowing torch... And 
held it up, high up, to shed its light 
on Scrooge.”
“They are Man’s. This boy is 
Ignorance. This girl is Want. Beware 
them both…”
“…yellow, meagre, ragged, scowling 
wolfish..”

The Ghost of Christmas Yet to 
Come terrifies Scrooge most, it 
personifies the relentless march of 
time towards a fixed – and unfixed –
end. Its appearance reflects the 
traditional depictions of the Grim 
Reaper. Earlier in the novella, Fred 
comments that all people are 
‘fellow-passengers to the grave’, 
meaning that the one thing that 
makes everyone equal is the 
certainty of death. 
“The phantom slowly, gravely, 
silently approached.”
“It was shrouded in a deep black 
garment which concealed its head, 
its face, its form and left nothing 
visible save one outstretched hand”
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1. Use the Read, Cover, Write and Check method to help you 
memorise the vocabulary lists. 2. Complete written Homework task.

Week 1

avocat lawyer

coiffeur / 
coiffeuse

hairdresser

comptable 
(m)

accountant

facteur postman

fermier farmer

infirmier / 
infirmière

nurse

informaticie
n(ne)

computer 
technician

À l’avenir In the future

Je voudrais I would like

travailler To work

Week 2

apprendre to learn

demander to ask

échouer to fail

enseigner to teach

lire to read

étudier to study

passer to sit 
(exam)

trouver un 
boulot

To find a 
job

réussir to pass 
(exam)

savoir to know 
(fact)

comprendre To 
understand

Je veux I want

J’espère I hope

Week 3

un métier a career

ingénieur engineer

médecin doctor

vétérinaire vet 

la langue language

la matière subject

le niveau level

La pause 
déjeuner

lunchtime

La récré breaktime

La cour The 
playground

un cours a lesson

Week 4

une année
sabbatique

gap year

l’apprenti(e) apprentice

l’avenir future

le bac A levels 

un boulot work

l’entreprise 
(f)

firm, 
enterprise

la faculté university, 
faculty

la licence degree

le lycée sixth form, 
college

le petit job part time job

collègues colleagues

Faire de 
l’apprentissage

To do an 
apprenticeship

Week 5

bien équipé well-
equipped

le 
comportement

behaviour

le directeur head 
teacher

dur / facile hard / easy

l‘élève pupil

l’emploi du 
temps

timetable

le 
harcèlement

Bullying

la journée
scolaire

school day

la note mark, grade

la pression pressure

une règle a rule

un voyage 
scolaire

a school trip

Year 10 : Education and 
Future studies

Homework task :  use 5 
verbs from the list and 
Week 1 vocab to say what 
you are going to do after 
school.

Homework task :  Search 
Language Gym for Work 
and Career. Copy 3 useful
phrases in your book

Homework task :  develop your 
sentences from Week 2 to write 
90 words 
• What you like about school 
• What are you plans for after 

school

Homework task :  can you use 
‘ il y a’ to mention and give 
your opinion about negative 
aspects of your school? 

Homework task : write 20 
words saying what you 
would like to do in the future 
and why.
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Week 6

Je pense
que 

I think that

Je crois que I believe that

Il me paraît
que 

It seems to 
me that

Je dirais que I would say 
that

À mon avis In my view

Quant à 
moi..

As for me..

Selon mes
profs

According to 
my teachers

Selon mes
parents

According to 
my parents

Un bon 
élève

A good 
student

Je suis
d’accord
avec

I agree with.

Week 7

On peut You can
(people in 
general)

étudier To study

bavarder To chat

manger à 
la cantine

eat in the 
canteen

À mon 
école

at my school

faire du 
sport

do sport

travailler To work

voyager To travel

aller à 
l’université

To go to 
university

Week 8

On doit You must

porter wear

travailler work

réviser To revise

faire 
attention

Pay 
attention

d’habitude usually

respecter 
les règles

Respect the 
rules

Écouter
bien

Listen well

Faire des 
progrès

Make 
progress

Faire un 
effort

Make an 
effort

Week 9

Il faut It’s necessary 

Arriver à 
l’heure

To arrive on 
time

Écouter
les profs

To listen to 
teachers

Faire les 
devoirs

To do 
homework

Faire de 
l’EPS

To do P.E.

essayer To try

Chaque
matin

Every 
morning

Tous les 
jours

Every day

Week 10

On a besoin
de

We need 

bonnes
notes

good grades

réviser To revise

réussir les 
examens

To pass 
exams

faire de 
bons amis

Make 
friends

aider les 
autres

Helping 
others

Etre
respecteux

To be 
respectful

Faire de son 
mieux

To do our 
best

Homework task : describe 
your school rules and say 
whether you agree with 
them or not

Homework task : 3 
sentences saying what 
people can do in your 
school

Homework task : 3 
sentences saying what 
people must do at your 
school

Homework task : write 90 
words describing what you 
positive things you can do at 
school

Week 11 Assessment week  : 
1.Use Language Gym to revise by searching keywords ; 
Education, Work and Career
2.Use your Knowledge organiser to write a 40 word 
based on subjects you enjoy and why.
3.Add an extra paragraph to make 90 words saying what 
you would like to do after college.
4. Aim for at least 3 different tenses (F) and 5 tenses ( H)

Week  12           ‘Si clauses’        Si + present + Future
Si je ne comprends pas If I don’t understand

mon prof m’aidera my teacher will help me

Si j’ai des bonnes notes If I get good grades

j’irai à l’université I will go to university
Si je travaille beaucoup If I work a lot

je vais réussir à mes examens I’m going to pass my exams

Si j’étudie beaucoup If I study a lot
je ferai mon emploi de rêve I will do my dream job

Year 10 : Education and 
Future studies

1. Use the Read, Cover, Write and Check method to help you 
memorise the vocabulary lists. 2. Complete written Homework task.
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• Key Words

• Development: Positive things 
that make things better. 

• Development gap: The 
difference between the 
world’s rich and poor 
countries.

• Development indicators: 
Economic and social measures 
of development such as birth 
rate, death rate or literacy 
rates.

• HDI (Human Development 
Index): The United nations 
measure of development 
based on life expectancy, 
number of years in education 
and GNI.

• GNI (Gross National Income): 
The total income of a country 
per head (per capita/person) 
of a country.

Week Three Week Four Week Five

• The Changing Economic 
World:
The development gap.

• KEY IDEAS

• Development can be 
measured using a range of 
different indicators. There are 
limitations to what each on its 
own can tell us. We need to 
use a range.

• Different levels of 
development can be tracked 
using the Demographic 
Transition Model.

• Changing population 
structures can be studied by 
looking at Population 
Pyramids. These tell us about 
the age and sex of a 
population and can be used  
by countries to plan for the 
future. For example if there 
are lots of young people the 
need  to build  schools.

The Changing UK Economy

• Primary (i.e. farming) →
Secondary (i.e. textiles) →
Tertiary (i.e. services) →
Quaternary (research and 
development)

• Deindustrialisation = 
reduction in manufacturing 

• Globalisation = growth and 
spread of ideas around the 
world

A post industrial economy
• = manufacturing 

industries are replaced by 
services (tertiary) and 
development in the 
quaternary sector

• IT has played a big role as 
it changes the way people 
live and work (i.e. work 
from home)

• 79% of the UK’s economic 
output is from the 
tertiary sector 

Science Parks and Business 
Parks
• A science park is a group 

of specific and technical 
knowledge-based 
businesses located on a 
single site (There are over 
100 in the UK – e.g. 
Exeter)

• A business park is an 
areas of land occupied by 
a cluster of businesses –
usually on the outskirts of 
town

Changing Transport 
Infrastructure
• Road improvements (in 

2014 the government 
announced a £15 billion 
Road investment strategy’ 
which will create 1,000s 
of jobs)

• Railway improvements
• Developing the UK’s Ports
• Airport developments

The North South Divide
• = the cultural and economic 

differences between the 
South of England and the 
North. 

• In general the south enjoys 
higher standards of living, 
longer life expectancy and 
higher incomes. 

The next 3 weeks are focussed 
on the UK economy and some 
of the challenges we face.
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The next 4 weeks are focussed 
on the NEE country Nigeria as a 
case study of the economic 
challenges of lower income 
countries.

Week Eight Week Nine Week Ten

Changing Rural Landscapes
• SOUTH 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE: 
Population growth as 
people move out of 
London. The population 
of 150,000 is increasing 
due to migration into 
the area, it is estimated 
to reach 182,000 by 
2031.

• OUTER HEBRIDES: 
Population decline  due 
to outward migration 

The UK in the Wider World
• RESEARCH: Trade, 

culture, transport and 
electronic 
communication are 
strengths of the UK.

• The EU and 
Commonwealth links 
help us to have better 
relations in the world 
though Brexit has 
meant that some ties 
with our closest 
European trade links 
have suffered.

OVERVIEW:

• Nigeria is a country in 
West Africa

• Newly emerging economy 
(NEE)

• Rapidly developing

• In 2014 Nigeria became 
the 21st largest economy, 
by 2050 it should be in the 
top 20

• Nigeria supplies 2.7% of 
the world’s oil as well as a 
lot of financial service s 
and media

• Capital city is Lagos.  The 
city is growing rapidly due 
to urbanisation and is 
becoming an important 
financial hub for Africa as 
well as exporting lots of 
oil.

Nigeria in the Wider World
• Independent from 1960 

Nigeria is part of the 
Commonwealth, the 
United Nations, OPEC, 
African Union and 
ECOWAS

• TRADE: included crude 
and refined petroleum, 
natural gas, rubber, 
cocoa and cotton. 

• One of the fastest 
growing imports into 
Nigeria is the 
telephone.

Industrial Structure
• In 1999 70% of 

employment was in 
the primary sector, in 
2012 employment was 
balanced with a third 
of its population in 
primary, a third in 
secondary and a third 
in tertiary sectors.

• This results in a 
balanced economy.

Transnational Corporations 
(TNC) in Nigeria
• A TNC is a large company 

that operates in several 
countries. 

• About 40 TNCs operate in 
Nigeria, with their 
headquarters in the UK, 
USA or Europe (e.g. 
Unilever).

• TNCs offer both 
advantages and 
disadvantages for the 
host country 

International Aid
• EMERGENCY AID: Aid that 

follows a natural disaster, 
war or conflict. Usually 
food, water or medical 
supplies. 

• DEVELOPMENTAL AID: 
Long term support by 
charities, governments 
and multi-lateral 
organisations

• These impact the country 
but there are issues with 
aid being used effectively 

Environmental Issues in 
Nigeria
You need to look into the 
environmental issues in Nigeria 
caused by the following 
• Industrial growth: air / 

water pollution
• Urban growth: 

urbanisation/deforestatio
n

• Commercial farming and 
deforestation

• Mining and oil extraction: 
water pollution

Quality of life in Nigeria
• Reliable better paid 

jobs have meant that 
people have more 
money for education 
and healthcare

• There have been 
massive HDI 
improvements in 
Nigeria, but there are 
many people who are 
still poor with limited 
access to service such 
as clean water
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Week One

PHYSICAL AND LIFESTYLE 
FACTORS:
a. Genetic inheritance 
Conditions or diseases that are 
inherited (haemophilia, down 
syndrome and cystic fibrosis), 
including inherited conditions (eye 
colour and hair colour).
b. Ill health 
Acute illness = short term illness 
e.g. cold/flu, broken bones
Chronic illness = long term illness 
e.g. asthma, diabetes, cystic fibrosis
c. Diet 
d. Amount of exercise
e. Substance use, including alcohol, 
nicotine, illegal drugs and misuse of 
prescribed drugs
f. Personal hygiene

ECONOMIC FACTORS:
a. Financial resources
- More social opportunities
- Afford nutritious food
- Improved self-esteem

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS:
a. Environmental conditions, e.g. 
noise pollution, air pollution.
- Rural – town, village, countryside.
- Urban – city

b. Housing conditions (garden, 
mould, bungalow, big house, flat)

Week Two

SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND 
CULTURAL FACTORS:
a. Social interactions/isolation.
Supportive relationships:
• Physical support and assistance
• Intellectual stimulation
• Emotional support and 

happiness
• A social life
Unsupportive relationships:
• Hurt and upset
• Influence us to do things e.g. 

smoke /crime
• Make us unhappy and could 

distract us from learning 
experiences

• Make us feel lonely and bad 
about ourselves

b. Stress, e. g. work-related
c. Willingness to seek help or 
access services.

THE IMPACT OF LIFE EVENTS 
Relationships:

a. Entering into a relationship
b. Marriage/ partnership
c. Parenthood
d. Divorce
e. Bereavement 

Life circumstances:
• Imprisonment
• Moving house
• Redundancy

Week Three

PULSE RATE (HEART RATE)
Current effects:
• Feel tired
• Struggle to exercise/do everyday 
tasks
• Poor fitness levels
• Poor cardiovascular health
Future effects:
• Strain and pressure on the heart
• Heart attack
• Heart disease
• Heart failure
• Stroke

BLOOD PRESSURE
Current effects:
• Dizziness
• Fainting
• Falls
Future effects:
• Heart disease
• Heart failure
• Heart attack
• Strokes

PEAK FLOW
Current effects:
• Shortness of breath
• Wheezing
• Tightness of chest
• Coughing
• Unable to exercise
Future effects:
• Unable to exercise can lead to 
reduced mobility, increased weight.
• Respiratory disease
• Death due to a lack of oxygen 
provided to the body.

Week Four

BMI OVERWEIGHT
Current effects:
• Unable to exercise
• Reduces mobility 
• Join pain
• Chest pain
Future effects:
• Cardiovascular disease
• Heart attack
• Stroke
• High blood pressure
• Diabetes
• Arthritis

BMI UNDERWEIGHT 
Current effects:
• Malnourished
• Underweight
• Low immune system
• Vitamin deficiency 
• Tiredness
Future effects
• Anaemia
• Stunted bone growth
• Heart failure
• Cancer
• Rickets/ Osteoporosis 

POOR SLEEPING HABITS
Current effects:
• Headaches
• Can’t focus or concentrate 
• Tiredness

Future effects:
• Irritability or aggression
• Nausea

Week Five

POOR DIET
Current effects:
• Malnutrition
• Low immune system
• Lack of energy
Future effects:
• Obesity or Anorexia
• Cardiovascular disease
• Cancer

PHYSICAL INACTIVITY
Current effects:
• Tiredness
• Lack of energy
• Low mood due to not gaining 
serotonin (feel good hormone)
Future effects:
• Stiffening of joints
• Poor stamina
• Poor bone development
• Muscle wastage 
• Cardiovascular issues.

ALCOHOL
Current effects:
• Headaches
• Dehydrated 
• Vomiting 
• Slow reactions
• Slurred speech
Future effects:
• Liver disease
• Obesity
• Cardiovascular disease
• Cancer 
• Liver damage
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Week Six

SMOKING
Current effects:
• Lack of appetite
• Irritability 
• Odour of smoke
• Coughing
• Wheezing

Future effects:
• Gum disease
• Build of tar
• Yellow teeth
• Cancer
• Heart disease
• Stroke
• Respiratory problems

DRUGS
Current effects:
• Erratic behaviour
• Headaches
• Sickness
• Increased heart rate
• Increased breathing rate

Future effects:
• Death
• Kidney failure
• Heart attack
• High blood pressure

Week Seven

HEALTH AND WELLBEING 
IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Question 4. Design a health and 
wellbeing improvement plan (12 
marks) 

Information to be included in 
plan:

a. Recommended actions to 
improve health and wellbeing e.g. 
Increase exercise to be more 
active. 

b. Short term (less than 6 months) 
and long term targets (more than 
6 months). 

c. Appropriate sources of support 
(Formal and/ or informal) and 
explain how it will help.
FORMAL
GP: Practical support (blood 
pressure, peak flow and weight), 
advice, information and leaflets, 
medicines (nicotine patches, 
podcasts for exercising). 
Emotional support: 
encouragement at a slimming 
world.
INFORMAL (Friends/family):
- Lending equipment such as 
scales. 
- advice, encouragement and 
support.

Week Eight

QUESTION 5. EXPLAIN HOW YOU 
PLAN TAKES INTO ACCOUNT AN 
INDIVIDUAL’S NEEDS, WISHES 
AND CIRCUMSTANCES. 
(10 MARKS)

a. NEEDS: With each target a 
justification of the positive effects 
this target will have on the 
individual’s health and wellbeing 
needs. Ensure you have thought 
about their needs.

b. WISHES - How have you 
thought about their wishes (They 
will have told you what they did 
and didn’t want to do in Section 
B).

c. CIRCUMSTANCES - What 
circumstances have you taken in 
to consideration when setting this 
target e.g. are they a single 
parent, have you altered the 
support if they can’t motivate 
themselves. You will need to use 
the scenario throughout the 
paper to add an explanation for 
this

Week Nine

QUESTION 6. POTENTIAL OBSTACLES

a. Emotional/ psychological – lack of 
motivation, low self-esteem, 
acceptance of current state, to 
scared or worried to use a service, 
too proud to ask for help, 
embarrassed to be seen struggling. 

b. Physical – location of 
bells/buzzers, no wheelchair or 
buggy access, narrow corridors, no 
nearby parking or a high reception 
desk. 

c. Geographical – Rural areas may 
find transport links and services 
difficult to access. 
Rural (countryside) – Urban (Town or 
city)

d. Culture and language - Individuals 
that speak a different language or 
don’t understand jargon, slang or 
dialect can find it difficult to access 
services. 

e. Time constraints – work and family 
commitments

f. Financial resources – you may not 
be able to afford to do some of your 
targets e.g. going to the gym, buying 
food or equipment. 

Week Ten

QUESTION 6. POTENTIAL OBSTACLES

g. Physical resources – Individuals 
may not have access to the 
equipment needed e.g. Scales to 
weigh themselves or food for 
recipes, equipment for sporting 
activities. 

h. Lack of support:
- Lack of support towards diet target 
– partner giving big portions, 
tempted by chocolate during special 
occasions or being treated to regular 
meals out. 
- Lack of support towards smoking 
target - friends and family smoke 
around the, associating smoking with 
leisure activities or being offered 
cigarettes. 
- Lack of support towards alcohol 
target – Used to drinking with family 
and friends regularly, used to 
drinking with meals or friends 
centring their socialising around 
drinking. 

i. Other factors specific to individual:
- Ability - Individuals with learning 
difficulties may find it hard to follow 
the plan if they don’t understand it. 
- Disability – individuals with a 
physical impairment (wheelchair, 
walking sticks), visual or hearing 
impairment. 
- Addiction

j. Barriers to accessing identified 
services.
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Week One
Power and the People Part 1

Magna Carta (1215)

The barons forced King John to sign it.

It limited the King’s power and gave rights to 
freemen.

It said all freemen had the right to a fair trial and 
John had to consult with the barons about raising 
taxes.

Simon de Monfort

Led the barons who overthrew Henry III in 1264.

When in power he invited knights and barons to 
his parliament.

The Peasants’ Revolt (1381)

The peasants were angered by the poll tax and the 
feudal system.

Wat Tyler led a march to London where they 
burned buildings and beheaded 2 of the king’s 
advisers.

King Richard II went back on his promise and had 
the leaders hanged/executed.

Week Two
Power and the People Part 2

The Pilgrimage of Grace (1536)

Catholics in the north of England were angry 
because of the Break with Rome (Reformation).

Robert Aske led a march of about 50,000 people in 
York.

Henry VIII went back on his promise and had over 
200 leaders hanged/executed.

The English Revolution 

Charles I angered MPs by marrying a Catholic and 
changing the Church, closing parliament for 11 
years and raising ship money.

The Civil War was between the Parliamentarians 
and the Royalists and lasted from 1642 – 1649.

The Parliamentarians won and Charles I was 
executed.

England had no monarch from 1649-1660. Oliver 
Cromwell became Lord Protector.

In 1660 Charles II returned as king, but the king’s 
power had been reduced and parliament’s power 
had now increased.   

Week Three
Power and the People Part 3
The American Revolution (1776-1783)
Americans were angry that they had to pay taxes but had 
no representation in parliament. 

They won independence from the British Empire.

The Declaration of Independence said that all men were 
equal and people had the right to choose their government.
The Great Reform Act (1832)
Parliament gave the right to vote to some more middle 
classes.
However, you still had to own property to vote, meaning 
the working classes had no vote.
The Chartists
The People’s Charter set out their aims, including the vote 
for all men over 21 and voting in secret.
Moral force Chartists were peaceful and Physical force 
Chartists used violence.
Leaders: Feargus O’Connor and William Lovett.
Protest methods: petitions, marches, riots. 
Protest Groups
The Anti-Slavery Movement used petitions, meetings, 
leaflets and memorabilia to campaign against slavery. 
Leaders included William Wilberforce and Oluadah
Equiano. Slavery was abolished in 1833.
The Anti-Corn Law League protested about an increase in 
the price of bread due to the Corn Laws of 1815. They used 
memorabilia, meetings and speeches to campaign. Leaders 
included John Bright. The Corn Laws were repealed in 1846.   
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Week Four

Power and the People Part 3

Factory and Social Reformers

They aimed to reform working and living conditions. 
George Cadbury built homes, a school and a chapel for his 
workers around his factory in Bourneville, Birmingham. 
Elizabeth Fry campaigned for the reform of prisons. She set 
up a school and a chapel to help women and children in 
Newgate Prison.

The Tolpuddle Martyrs

They were arrested for forming a secret trade union. There 
was a huge protest organised by Robert Owen – 200,000 
people marched and 800,000 signed a petition. The 
government decided to free the martyrs.

Trade Unionism – New Unionism

The Match Girls protested about low pay and dangerous 
conditions. They went on strike in 1888. They were led by 
Annie Besant, a journalist. They marched to the Houses of 
Parliament and organised a boycott. They were successful 
and achieved higher wages.

The Dockers were angered by low wages and casual labour 
(no guaranteed hours). They went on strike in 1889 and 
were led by Ben Tillett. They marched through London 
carrying fish heads and rotten vegetables. They were 
successful and achieved higher wages and a guaranteed 4 
hour day.

Week Five
Power and the People Part 4

The General Strike (1926)

Over a million workers went on strike about low wages and 
poor conditions. The strike lasted 9 days and failed. 

The government limited trade unions’ rights and 
membership of trade unions decreased.

The Miners’ Strike (1984-85)

Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative government closed 
mines, leading to huge unemployment. Miners went on 
strike and clashed with police. 

The strikes failed and the government limited trade unions’ 
rights and membership of trade unions decreased.

Ethnic Minority Rights (20th century)

People were angered by poor living conditions, low wages, 
racism and discrimination. Enoch Powell’s ‘Rivers of Blood’ 
speech seemed to show that there was racism within the 
government. 

In the 1970s and 1980s the ‘Sus Law’ allowed police to 
stop and search anyone. They targeted young black men. 

The Brixton Riots (1981)

Lasted 3 days in London. Clashes between the black 
community and the police. Buildings were burned and over 
100 arrests.

The Scarman Report said that the police needed to avoid 
targeting black men. The investigation after the murder of 
Stephen Lawrence showed that there was racism within 
the police in the 1990s.  

Week Six
Conflict and Tension Part 1

The Peacemakers

George Clemenceau (France) wanted to punish Germany 
harshly for the damage caused to France in WWI. He 
wanted to make sure they could not invade France again.

David Lloyd George (Britain) was under pressure to make 
Germany pay after WWI. However, he wanted to keep 
trading with Germany and make sure they would not seek 
revenge.

Woodrow Wilson (USA) was an idealist who wanted 
Germany to be treated fairly. His main aim was to keep 
world peace.

The Terms of the Treaty of Versailles

Guilt Clause 231 – Germany solely blamed for WWI.

Armed forces reduced e.g. only 100,000 troops, 6 large       
battleships, no aircraft, tanks or submarines.

Reparations of £6.6 billion for Germany to pay.

German territories lost e.g. Alsace-Lorraine to France, all 
colonies given to Britain and France to oversee.

League of Nations set up, but Germany not allowed to join.

The Impact on Germany

Many Germans hated it as they felt vulnerable and 
humiliated. They felt ‘stabbed in the back’ by the Weimar 
government who had signed it.

Germany could not afford to pay reparations which led to 
France invading the Ruhr in 1923. This led to hyperinflation.
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Week Seven

Conflict and Tension Part 2a
The aims of the League of Nations:
Discourage aggression.
Improve living and working conditions.
Encourage countries to cooperate e.g. through trade.
Disarmament.
Membership and Structure of the League
Germany and the Soviet Union (Russia) were not 
allowed to join the League. The USA chose not to join.
The 4 members of the Permanent Council were 
Britain, France, Japan and Italy. They all had a veto.
The Assembly met once per year and the League had 
no army. 
Successes
Aaland Islands 1921 – Solved dispute between Sweden 
and Finalnd.
Upper Silesia 1921 – Solved dispute between Germany 
and Poland.
Failures
The Corfu Crisis 1923 – Mussolini used aggression and  
went behind the League’s back to force Greece to pay 
Italy compensation. Showed that the League could not 
deal with major, powerful countries. 
International Agreements in the 1920s:
The Dawes Plan 1924 – The USA agreed to lend 
Germany money to help rebuild their economy and 
pay reparations.
The Locarno Treaties 1925 – 6 countries agreed not to 
go to war. Germany and France agreed their borders.
The Kellogg-Briand Pact – 65 countries agreed not to 
use war to solve disputes.

Week Eight

Conflict and Tension Part 2b

The Great Depression caused huge unemployment 
and poverty. Many people blamed their governments 
and turned to extremist, fascist leaders. In Germany, 
many people voted for Hitler and the Nazi Party.

The Manchuria Crisis 1931-33

Japan invaded Manchuria in order to gain raw 
materials, living space and expand their empire.

The Lytton Report took over a year to produce which 
showed the League was slow to act.

Japan ignored the League and it showed that the 
League was weak; they had no army and economic 
sanctions would not work without the USA being a 
member.

It showed that Britain and France were self-interested 
and encouraged Mussolini to act aggressively.

The Abyssinia Crisis 1935-36

Italy invaded Abyssinia in order to expand their 
empire, gain raw materials and to distract people from 
the Great Depression.

Britain and France made the Hoare-Laval Pact – a 
secret plan to give most of Abyssinia to Italy. This 
showed they were self-interested.

Britain failed to shut the Suez Canal and the League 
did not stop trading oil with Italy.

It showed that the League was weak and encouraged 
Hitler to remilitarise the Rhineland in March 1936.  

Week Nine

Conflict and Tension Part 3

Hitler aimed to abolish the T of V, destroy 
communism, gain Lebensraum and unite all German-
speaking people.

1933 – Hitler became Chancellor and began rearming 
in secret.

1934 – The Dolfuss Affair. Mussolini prevented Hitler 
from gaining Anschluss with Austria.

1935 – The Saar was returned to Germany.

1935 – The Freedom to Rearm Rally

1936 – The Remilitarisation of the Rhineland.

1936 – Germany and Italy signed the Rome-Berlin 
Axis.

April 1938 – Hitler gained Anschluss with Austria.

September 1938 – The Sudeten Crisis and Munich 
Agreement. Britain and France gave Hitler the 
Sudetenland and he promised not to invade the rest of 
Czechoslovakia. Good example of appeasement.

March 1939 – Germany invaded Czechoslovakia.

August 1939 – The Nazi-Soviet Pact. Germany and the 
Soviet Union (Russia) agreed to both invade Poland 
and not to fight each other.

September 1939 – Germany invaded Poland. Britain 
and France declared war on Germany.

Week Ten
Revise all 
boxes for 

your 
assessment. 

Focus on 
topics that 

you are least 
confident on.  
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Year 11 Hospitality and Catering
Week 1  Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 2 

There are different types of 
accommodation in the hospitality 
industry to suit different budgets. 
For example, a businesswoman 
travelling to London for a meeting 
would not need to book a luxury 
penthouse apartment for one 
night's stay. A couple on their 
honeymoon might book a deluxe 
suite as they will have saved up for 
the occasion and want to make 
their holiday special. Look at the 
examples (right) and memorise 
them.

Youth Hostel

Deluxe Suite 
(Hotel)

Boutique 
Hotel

Budget 
Room

Yotel –
Cabin rooms 
in airports

Standard Bed 
and Breakfast 

(Twin) Room

Hospitality establishments are 
rated by Stars and Diamonds as 
well as by review sites like Trip 
Advisor. rating lets guests know 
what level of service to expect.
4*/5* Hotel
Well decorated, spa facilities such as 
pool, spa, steam/sauna rooms, 
massage treatments, concierge 
service, 24hr room service, 
complimentary mini bar, well 
maintained public areas, gardens, 
multiple choices of onsite 
restaurants/bars, porter service 
(carrying luggage), well staffed 
reception desk, modern facilities 
and technology in rooms e.g. 
docking stations, TVs, Jacuzzi bath. 
Staff uniform quite formal.
•3* Hotel
Clean and basic décor. Basic bed 
linen and pillows. Possibly a small 
fridge and TV, no modern 
technology or facilities. Often near 
airports or city centres. Popular 
brands: Travelodge, Premier Inn.
•One restaurant, dining area on site 
for breakfast and possibly evening 
meals/snacks.. Limited staff on 
reception.. Self check out 
facility/key drop off (less personal 
but more efficient/money saving).
•1*/2* Hotel
Very basic, often in city centres 
where accommodation is in high 
demand. Rooms feature a bed, 
often single beds, wash facilities and 
cupboard/rail to hang clothes. No 
concierge service/porter service and  
limited staff on reception. Won’t 
have a fridge/minibar and likely to 
have one designated eating area for 
breakfast. Limited menu, some may 
serve evening meals but not all. Not 
very expensive.

There are two areas in the 
hospitality industry, front of house
and back of house. Front of house 
refers to any staff the customer may 
see, e.g. a receptionist. Back of 
house refers to staff the customer 
may not see, e.g. a chef.
Front of House
Business Owner. Salary: £30-200k 
Bar Manager Runs the bar
Salary: £20-35k per year
Conference & Banqueting Manager 
Deals with business clients
Salary: £22-35k per year
General Manager runs the hotel
Salary: £21-55k per year
Head Receptionist takes bookings
Salary: £20-24k per year
Front Office Manager
Salary: £22-28k per year
Front of House Manager
Salary: £26-33k per year
Housekeeping Supervisor runs 
cleaners sorts problems
Salary: £13-17k per year
Cleaner cleans all areas
Salary: £11-14k per year
Porter takes bags,washes up
Salary: £11-15k per year
Receptionist takes bookings
Salary: £12-18k per year
Restaurant Manager
Salary: £16-30k per year
Room Attendant/ cleaner
Salary: £11+k per year
Waiter takes orders/delivers food
Salary: £12-16k per year
Bar Person serves drinks
Salary: £11-20k per year

Industry structure - There are 
different types of food service systems 
that are operated by the catering sector 
to provide customers with food. 

Types of food service system
Counter service (cafeteria, buffet 
service, fast food, seated counter 
service, carvery service) - customers 
can see what is available and its 
price and can easily choose what 
they want. The food can be eaten in 
the establishment or taken away. 
Customers have to queue to pay 
before they can eat the food. The 
queueing may take longer at busy 
times. 
Table service - food is generally 
more expensive when served this 
way, in order to pay the wages of 
the waiting staff. 
Gueridon system (also called trolley 
or moveable service) - cooking food 
at the table for customers is a form 
of entertainment and adds 
excitement and drama to the meal. 
Transport catering system (trains, 
aeroplanes, ships) - needs to 
include some food options for 
different customer needs and 
requirements, e.g. gluten-free, 
vegetarian, Kosher etc.
Vending system - used in many 
large organisations and 
establishments to cater for different 
requirements. 
Family - The food is placed on the 
table, spoons are provided and 
customers serve themselves.
Silver - Food is served by the staff 
using a spoon and folk.
It provides a more personal 
customer experience, service can be 
slow. 
Home delivery - Delivered to a 
house. Can be a take-away such as a 
Chinese or Indian meal

The Hospitality Industry
Commercial = for profit
Non Commercial = not for profit
Residential = you can sleep there
Non Residential = there is no 
accommodation there
The non-commercial sector
includes catering in business and 
industry, education, healthcare and 
the armed forces. These can be both 
residential and non-residential.
Key Words
Hospitality - Relatively modern 
word, meaning the friendly and 
generous treatment of guests and 
strangers.
Guest/Client/Customer – the 
person/people who book/receive 
the service, e.g. hotel guests.
Service – to do/provide something 
for someone else, this can be paid 
for or done for free depending on 
the business, Restaurants provide 
food service that customers pay for.
Business – the buying and selling of 
goods/services to make money, 
Accommodation - a room, group of 
rooms, or building in which 
someone may live or stay.
Catering - offering facilities to 
people, especially the provision of 
food and beverages.
Hostel - provides inexpensive food 
and lodging for a specific group of 
people, such as students, workers, 
or travelers.
Hotel - an establishment providing 
accommodation, meals, and other 
services for travelers and tourists.
Guest House - a private house 
offering accommodation to paying 
guests, smaller business than 
hostels and hotels.
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Year 11 Hospitality and Catering
Week 1  Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 2 

•Many people choose work in the 
industry as it offers opportunity to 
work on a part time basis.
•This often appeals to women 
returning to work after bringing up 
children or people who have other 
commitments which prevent them 
from taking on a full time position.
•The industry also has a large 
number of migrant workers. 
Employers are often willing to take 
on hard working migrant workers 
even if they don’t always have 
particularly good English language 
skills. Many migrant workers 
therefore take this opportunity to 
earn money and, as their language 
skills improve, progress up through 
the organisation they’re working 
for. Some people take on work in 
the industry on a temporary basis. 
Employers, however, prefer to take 
on staff they know will stay for a 
prolonged period. 

H&C industry job requirements  
and working conditions
The H&C industry has continued to 
grow in the past few years and the 
demand for employees and workers
has grown with it. There are certain 
times of the year when demand for 
staff for different job roles in the 
H&C industry increases, e.g. the 
summer holiday season, Christmas 
and other celebrations such as New 
Year. People employed to work only 
at these bust times are known as 
seasonal workers. 
Employee - someone who works in 
the industry and has an 
employment contract.
Worker - someone who works in the 
industry but does not have an 
employment contract.
Employer - someone who hires staff 
to work for them. 
Both employees and workers in the 
H&C industry have employment 
rights, which cover a range of 
issues, e.g. how long they work on a 
shift, the frequency of breaks they 
are allowed and protection against 
discrimination. Employees also have 
additional rights, including sick pay, 
flexible working and protection 
against unfair dismissal. 
Different types of contracts:
- Full-time; permanent contract
- Part-time; permanent contract
- Casual work
-Zero hours contract

Holiday entitlement - paid 
employees are entitled to paid 
leave (holiday) each year. It 
important to take off work for the 
sake of physical and mental health. 

A good work-life balance (making 
time for yourself, your family, 
leisure and personal activities as 
well as the demands of your job)

Personal Attributes - a quality or 
personality and trait that someone 
has in their character. In order to be 
successful in a particular job role, 
there are specific personal 
attributes that an employer looks 
for and would expect employees 
and workers to have.
•The five most common skills 
employers would like applicants to 
have are:
•1. Technical, practical or job 
specific skills
•2. Customer handling skills
•3. Team working skills
•4. Oral communication skills
•5. Problem solving skills
For those in less senior roles, there 
are many opportunities to take on 
new responsibilities and develop 
supervisory skills or team 
management skills.
•Transferable skills such as these 
provide excellent experience which 
can be used in almost any other 
industry.
•Customer service skills are very 
important in public facing roles such 
as waiting staff or bar staff.
•Building experience in dealing with 
customers, especially conflict 
management, is a skill sought after 
in many other industries.
•There is always the opportunity for 
trainee/newly qualified chefs, 
waiters and receptionists to move 
up the employment ladder and 
become assistant managers. 
Assistant managers can then move 
up to a full management position.
•To succeed in the industry staff 
need lots of experience so there are 
always opportunities to learn and 
develop in each role.

Back of house
Executive head chef (chef de 
cuisine) - In charge of the entire 
kitchen: menu development, 
supervision of staff
Sous chef (under chef) - Second in 
command in the kitchen
Chefs de partie (Station Chefs) - In 
charge of a particular section of the 
kitchen
Commis chef (Trainee Chef) -
Learning the skills required for each 
station. Assists the chefs
Boucher (butcher) – Prepares meat, 
poultry, and sometimes fish
Entremetier (Vegetable chef) –
Prepares hot appetisers, soups, 
vegetables, pastas. May produce 
egg dishes
Friturier (fry chef) – Prepares all 
fried dishes
Garde manger (cold foods/pantry 
chef) – Prepares cold food (salads, 
patés etc.)
Grillardin (grill chef) - Prepares all 
grilled foods
Patissier (pastry chef) Prepares all 
baked items, pastries and desserts
Poissonier (fish chef) - Prepares all 
fish and seafood dishes
Rotissier (roast chef) - Prepares all 
roast meats and sometimes grills
Saucier (sauté chef) - Prepares all 
sautéd items and sauces
Boulanger - Makes bread and rolls
Decorateur - Makes showpieces and 
special cakes
Glacier - Makes cold and frozen 
deserts
Confiseur - Makes sweets and petit 
fours 

Working time directive - in the UK, 
the working time directive says that 
people cannot work for more than 
an average of 48 hours a week, 
which is calculated over a 17-week 
period. People can choose to opt 
out of this and work more hours if 
they want to. 
People under 18 cannot work more 
than 8 hours a day or 40 hours a 
week. 
People are entitled to one day of a 
week and given a 20 minute rest 
break if they work over 6 hours a 
day. 
There is a national minimum wage. 
This is the minimum hourly pay,
which most workers over school 
leaving age will learn. 
There is the national living wage, 
which is used for all working people 
aged 25 and over. 

Remuneration - This is a term used 
for the reward that people receive 
from working somewhere. It 
includes their basic pay, plus extra 
money to top up their income in the 
form of:
- Tips and gratuities - money given 
to someone by a customer as a way 
of saying ‘thank you’ for good 
service. 
- Service charges - a percentage 
added to a customer’s bill to reward 
the employees who have provided 
the customer with a service.
- Bonus payments and rewards -
given by some employers as a way 
of rewarding their hard work 
throughout the year and helping to 
make the business successful. 

Occupations in the 
UK Hospitality 
Industry

Number 
of people 
employe
d

Hotel managers 57,700

Conference & 
exhibition managers

23,700

Restaurant & 
catering managers

148,200

Publicans 46,900

Chefs, cooks 255,100

Kitchen assistants 394,600

Waiters, waitresses 222,200

Bar staff 197,800
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Client requirements

Also known as client brief or client 
specification 

List of instructions for the project. 

Can include:  Budgets, Timescales, Key 
Content,  

You must meet their requirements 
otherwise your work will not be fit for 

purpose

Identifying Assets 

When planning a project you must 
be able to identify the assets that 

you will use. 

These will be presented in a asset 
table, showing what the image is, 
where it is from, and any issues 

regarding it.

Assets could be from:

Photographs – Taken by you or 
others.

Scanned images – From printed 
materials (consider copyright rules)

Image libraries - Web based picture 
libraries (Conditions and the cost of 

use must be considered)

Graphics and Logos - These may be 
supplied by the client.

Copyright, Designs & Patent Act

Work or ideas are protected by 
copyright, trademark or patent law.

You must ask for permission to use 
copyrighted material. 

Often you will need to pay a fee. 

Question : Justify two advantages of 
a visualisation diagram over a 
written description. (4 marks)

Question: Justify two advantages of 
a mood board over a written 
description. (4 marks)

File Formats

Images: .JPG .PNG . PSD .PDF .TIFF .SVG 
.GIF

Video: .MP4 .WMV .MOV .AMV

Audio: .MP3 .WAV .AAC

Text: .DOC .TXT

Animation: .FLV .SWF

Compression

Lossless: means that as the file size 
is compressed, the picture quality 
remains the same it does not get 

worse. Also, the file can be 
decompressed to its original quality

Lossy: compression permanently 
removes data so it cannot be 

decompressed back to its original 
quality though the file size will be 

smaller than lossless.

Software

Graphics editing: Adobe Photoshop

Word processing: Microsoft Word

Spreadsheet: Microsoft Excel

Desktop publishing: Microsoft Publisher

Audio editing: Audacity

Video editing: Adobe After Effects

Web browser: Google Chrome

Web authoring: Adobe Dreamweaver

Question: Identify 
the most suitable file format for 

each of the digital graphics listed, 
explaining why it is the most 

suitable file format. (6 Marks)

Printed poster

Web graphic

Target Audience

Questions that you must ask yourself 
regarding the customer, when planning 
a product.
Income – How much money does the 
target audience have to spend? 

Age – How old are they? How does this 
affect the product?

Gender –Is the product suitable for their 
gender?

Location – Can they access the product 
from their location?

Accessibility – Can they use / access the 
product?

Ethnicity/ Culture - Have you taken into 
consideration other cultures/ Ethnicities 
with you product? 

Accessibility 
Making sure the product can be 

accessed by as many people as possible. 
Key things to consider:

Visual problems – Use contrasting 
colours to allow people to read text 

easily.

Physical problems – Can you product be 
used in different ways to allow others to 

access it?

Age– make it easy to read and 
understand for all audiences.

Gender – if possible: make sure the 
content, colour schemes and design 

appeal to all genders.

Question: The organisation running 
the Kids–5–A–Day campaign wants 
to make sure that the stickers being 
designed will appeal to the target 
audience of children aged 5 to 11.

Identify two categories of target 
audience, other than age, that need 
to be considered when designing 
the Kids–5–A–Day campaign.

For each category 
explain one reason why it should be 
considered. (6 marks)

Research

A primary source provides direct or 
first-hand evidence about an event, 
object, person, or work of art. 
Primary sources include historical 
and legal documents, eyewitness 
accounts, results of experiments, 
statistical data, pieces of creative 
writing, audio and video recordings, 
speeches, and art objects.

In contrast, a secondary source 
provides  information that is 
indirect or that was created later by 
someone who did not experience 
first-hand or participate in the 
events or conditions, secondary 
sources are generally scholarly 
books and articles

Question: Describe what is meant 
by a primary source (2 marks)

Question: Describe what is meant 
by a secondary source(2 marks)

Location Recces

A location recce is typically carried 
out before working in a location, to 

ascertain the suitability of the 
location for the work you are 

planning to do.  

Someone will visit a location to 
check the following:

• Suitability for purpose

• Potential problems

• Access to the site

• Potential lighting or sound 
issues

• Permission if required

Question : What is the purpose of a 
location recce? (2 marks)

Key Pre-Production Documents
MIND MAPS

Used to quickly generate ideas

Shows the relationships / connections 
between different ideas

MOOD BOARDS

Visual tool used to generate ideas on a 
new project. Helps to create the feel or 

theme for a product 

NOT to show what product will look like 

VISUALISATION DIAGRAMS

Gives the rough idea of the product for 
the client. 

Allows the client to see the designers 
ideas and make suggestions.

Only used for non moving products. 

SCRIPTS

Provide lines for characters ,also details 
about expression and actions

Provide stage directions for actors, 
directors and production crews

STORYBOARDS 

Mock version of how a moving scene will 
play out

Shows timings and the flow of a scene

Work Plans

A structured list of all the tasks and 
associated activates for the project.

Includes the timescales for each project 
and the resources required to complete 

each task. 

Can be turned into a Gantt chart to 
better visualise the timescales required 

for the project.

Question: Explain the use of each of 
the above documents in pre-

production and give an example of 
its use, justifying your decisions (6 

marks)
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Version control and file naming

It is important to be organised when 
creating and working with various 
documents. What if you can’t find 
that really important document you 
were working on three weeks ago, 
because you didn’t name it 
properly?  

Naming files appropriately with a 
file name pertinent to what the file 
is really helps with file 
management. 

E.G.  if you had created a poster for 
a fireworks campaign this year,  you 
would name it 
FireworksPoster2020.doc

Question: What happens if your file 
gets corrupt and you haven’t got 
another version? (1 mark)

Working with different versions, 
means that you can always go back 
to a different version if a file 
corrupts, or someone tells you they 
preferred the first design you made.

E.G  FireworksPoster2020v1.doc, 
FireworksPoster2020v2.doc, 
FireworksPoster2020v3,doc

Version control at is core is making 
different versions of files and saving 
them as different files. This can be 
after updates, major changes or 
testing.

YOU WILL BE MARKED ON YOUR 
USE OF VERSION CONTROL AND ON 
THE LAYOUT OF YOUR FOLDERS IN 
YOUR COURSEWORK, IT IS UP TO 

YOU TO SORT THIS!

Question : Describe two benefits of 
using version control (4 marks)

Fill in the blanks to the 
explanations, use the following 

words:

Conversation , attention, character, 
mouth, establishing, expression, 
surroundings, location, presence.

Low Angle Creates the feeling that 
the viewer is small and vulnerable 

and the ……………….. here is 
powerful.

Extreme Wide Angle ………………….. 
shot – shows where action takes 

place and sets the scene at the start 
of an episode or event. 

Often pans or zooms in slowly as 
the scene is set. Two-shot Used for 

conversation between equals where 
what both characters say or do is 

equally important. 

Wide Angle Puts one character in 
context in his or her …………………. 

shows the whole person.

Over the Shoulder Shot Used for 
……………………. where one person’s 
speech is more important than the 

other. 

Extreme Close Up Unreal viewpoint, 
focusing on a single feature of a 

person such as the nose, 
……………….., a hand etc, for effect or 

to draw attention to it.

Close Up Focuses in on what one 
person has to say or shows reaction 

in facial …………………… 

Medium Close Up Concentrates 
…………………..on single character.

Wide Shot Puts characters in 
context to show their 

…………………….and how they relate 
to it.

High Angle Creates the feeling that 
the character here is being viewed 

by a more powerful 
…………………..positioned near the 

ceiling

Client Brief : Youth# wants to set up a website that will allow teenagers in the 
town to find out more information about the centre.

Explain one issue that needs to be considered when deciding what format to 
use for these images (3 marks)

Question : State one purpose of a mind map when planning the website. (1 
mark)

A new teenage fashion magazine, called BGStyle, is being published in March.

Above is the first draft of a mind map about a possible house style for the 
magazine. This mind map is to be given to the graphics department of the 

magazine.

Question :Discuss he suitability of the content and layout of the mind map use 
by the graphics department. You should include any strengths, weaknesses 

and areas for improvement. (12 marks)

Risk Assessments 

A risk assessment is carried out by a 
company as a means of identifying 

and minimise potential risks.
A risk assessment will normally 

include the following:

Hazard Name

• What are the risks?

• Who is at risk?

How can it be controlled?

• Level of risk.

• Preventions 

Hazards
RSI – Repetitive strain injury. 

Damage to the wrist, can be caused 
by using a mouse and keyboard for 

too long without rests. 

EYEACHE – Pain in the eyes, caused 
by using a computer screen in low 

light or for too long

BACKACHE –pain in the back 
normally lower back. Caused by 

sitting at a desk incorrectly for too 
long. 

Tripping-Loose cables or other 
tripping hazards

Question : Describe two health 
and safety issues that should be 
considered when animators are 

using computers. (4 marks)
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How
 to login:

1.
Go to  ‘w

w
w

.sparx.co.uk’
2.

Click on ‘Login’ in the top right corner, then on ‘Student Login’.
3.

Search for St Luke’s Church of England School’ in the ‘find your school’ box.
4.

Login w
ith your usernam

e and passw
ord, w

hich should be w
ritten into your hom

ew
ork book.

5.
Click on ‘Hom

ew
ork’

Com
plete your com

pulsory Sparx hom
ew

ork as follow
s: 

✓
W

rite the bookw
ork code

✓
You m

ust show
 your w

orking and your answ
er.

✓
M

ark your answ
er. 

✓
If you are struggling, w

atch the video.
✓

Your hom
ew

ork is only com
plete w

hen you have answ
ered every question correctly. 

Set
Due (8am

)

Friday
W

ednesday

W
hat if I need help?

Drop in help is available on Tuesday. Your book w
ork should 

look like this.
You can earn m

erits for 
good book w

ork, as w
ell 

as com
pleting your 

com
pulsory, XP boost and 

target hom
ew

ork tasks.

Com
plete your Sparx by 

M
onday m

orning to earn 
extra m

erits!

Hom
ew

ork
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Week 1: Cardiovascular system Week 3:Respiratory system Week 4: Respiratory system Week 5: Aerobic & Anaerobic 
exercise

Week 2: Cardiovascular system
Redistribution of blood during 
exercise: When exercise begins, the 
body alters its priorities. At rest, 
high % of blood is directed to organs 
and during exercise the blood is 
redirected to voluntary muscles.

Vasoconstriction: Narrowing of 
internal diameter of a blood vessel 
to restrict the flow of blood. The 
arteries constrict during exercise so 
that less blood is delivered to 
inactive areas.

Vasodilation: Widening of internal 
diameter of a blood vessel to 
increase the volume of blood 
travelling through it. The arteries 
dilate during exercise so that more 
blood is delivered to active areas, 
Increasing their O² supply.

Blood pressure

Systolic pressure- When the Heart is 
CONTRACTING: Ventricles contract 
to pump blood to arteries.

Diastolic Pressure - When the Heart 
is RELAXED: Atria & ventricles are 
relaxed and the valves (atrio-
venticular) between are open which 
allow blood to flow to ventricles

Questions

1.When a performer exercises, 
blood is redistributed to different 
parts of the body. Explain two ways 
in which the body redistributes 
blood during exercise. (4marks)

2. i What is blood pressure? 
(1mark) 

ii How does physical activity 
affect blood pressure during 
activity? (1 mark)

iii How does physical activity 
affect blood pressure in the long 
term? (1 mark)

Gaseous exchange takes places at 
the alveoli. 

The alveoli are tiny air sacks inside 
the lungs. 

When you breathe in, they fill with 
air.

6 features assist the process of 
gaseous exchange 

1.Alveoli’s moist thin walls (1 cell 
thick) allows gases to pass through 
and travel into the blood stream. 

2. A large blood supply. An 
increased red blood cell count 
increases the amount of oxygen 
supplied to muscles and other body 
tissues.

3. Short distance for diffusion (short 
diffusion pathway) – capillaries are 
very near alveoli

4. Large surface area of alveoli 
allows diffusion to take place.

5. Lots of capillaries – to increase 
the amount of diffusion possible

6. Movement of gas from high 
concentration to low concentration

Questions

1. Identify two of the air passages 
which allow air to enter the body. 
(2marks)

2. Describe what gaseous exchange 
is and clearly state where it takes 
place. (3 marks)

3. Outline how two features of 
the alveoli assist in gaseous 
exchange. (2 marks)

The Mechanics of Breathing
Breathing In- Intercostal muscles 
(between the ribs) contract, pulling 
the chest walls up and out
The diaphragm muscle 
contracts, moving downwards and 
flattening, increasing the size of the 
chest
The lungs increase in size, so the 
pressure inside them falls. This 
causes air to rush in through the 
nose or mouth.
Breathing out- Intercostal muscles 
between the ribs relax - the chest 
walls move in and down.
The diaphragm relaxes and bulges 
up, reducing the size of the chest. 
The lungs decrease in size, so the 
pressure inside increases and air is 
pushed up and out.

Spirometer trace

Questions

1.Learn / revise each of the key 
definitions using look, cover, 
write, check. Remember to 
green pen your responses. 

2. Define the terms tidal 
volume and residual volume. (2 
marks)

3. Outline what will happen to 
an athlete’s tidal 
volume and residual volume 
once exercise starts. (2 marks)

Exercise With Oxygen 
(O2)Aerobic exercise can be 
maintained for long periods and 
includes activities like walking, 
jogging, cycling and swimming.

Exercise Without Oxygen 
(O2). When you exercise at a high 
intensity, the respiratory system 
cannot supply enough oxygen to 
the muscles.

With no oxygen available, glucose is 
still used BUT produces energy & 
lactic acid (this causes fatigue)

Excess Post-exercise Oxygen 
Consumption (EPOC) Oxygen debt 
is the amount of oxygen that the 
performer was short of during the 
exercise. Rapid and heavy breathing 
after exercise will return the body 
to a resting state and repay the 
oxygen debt. 

Questions

1.Discuss the difference between 
the energy systems a marathon 
runner and a sprinter would use in 
their sport. (6marks)

2.Following a period of intensive 
exercise, Rosie is experiencing 
excess post-exercise oxygen 
consumption (EPOC). State what 
happens to Rosie’s breathing 
immediately after intensive 
exercise. Explain the reasons why 
her breathing is like this. (4 marks)

3. Evaluate how appropriate an 
ice bath may be to aid the 
recovery of a performer 
immediately after a game of 
badminton. (6marks)

Cardiac Output is the amount of 
blood pumped out of the heart per 
minute.

Stroke Volume is the amount of 
blood pumped out of the heart per 
beat.

Heart Rate = Number of beats per 
minute (Average adult, 72 bpm)

Maximum Heart Rate = 220 – Age 

Cardiac Output = Stroke Volume ×
Heart Rate

Effects of exercise

Immediate- Heart Rate increases to 

deliver Oxygen to the working 

muscles.

Long term-

Bradycardia – Decrease in your 
resting heart rate. 

Cardiac Hypertrophy – Your heart 
will increase in size and strength.

Questions

1. Learn / revise each of the key 
definitions using look, cover, write, 
check. Remember to green pen your 
responses. 

2. Identify the blood vessel that 
carries oxygenated blood away from 
the heart. (1mark)

3.State two characteristics of a vein. 
(2marks)

4.Explain how the heart acts as a 
pump in a double circulatory 
system. (3 marks)
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Week 6: Musculoskeletal 
system

Week 8:Lever systems Week 9: Planes & Axis Week 10: Physical TrainingWeek 7: Musculoskeletal 
system

There are 2 types of muscle 
contraction:

Isotonic: The muscle changes length 
and causes movement. E.g. flexing 
your arm or leg.

Isometric: The muscle remains the 
same length and there is no 
movement. E.g. holding your body 
on the rings in gymnastics.

During isotonic contractions, 2 other 
contractions take place. Concentric
contractions are where the muscle 
shortens as it contracts. E.g. The 
bicep during the upward phase of a 
bicep curl. Eccentric contractions 
are the opposite and occur when 
the muscle lengthens. E.g. The bicep 
during the downward phase of a 
bicep curl.

Questions

1.Explain how muscles and 
bones work together to produce 
movement (4marks)

2. Explain what is meant by 
abduction. (2 marks)

3. i Explain what is meant by 
extension. (2 marks)

ii Give two examples of sporting 
situations where extension 
occurs.(2marks) 

iii Identify a muscle which 
produces the movement that 
you have chosen in one of your 
examples above. (1 mark)

4) i Identify the type of synovial 
joint working at the shoulder. (1 
mark)

ii Outline how two of the 
features of the shoulder joint 
aim to prevent injury 
occurring.(2 marks)

A lever has 3 basic parts: Fulcrum – pivot point 
of the lever (joints in the body) Effort – the 
force that is applied to move the resistance or 
weight (muscles) Resistance – the load to be 
moved by the lever system (weight, limbs)

In a first class lever: the fulcrum sits between 
the effort and the resistance. In your body 
there are not many first class levers as so few 
exercises use them. Sporting examples: the 
neck joint – heading a football 

Second class lever. Where the fulcrum is at 
one end and the effort is at the other, with the 
resistance in the middle. In physical activity 
and sport, second class levers are also very 
rare as they are less common in the body. 
Sporting example: A second class lever is 
found at the ankle. : a calf raise 

Third class lever. The fulcrum is located at one 
end and the resistance is at the other end of 
the lever.  The effort is in the middle. The 
majority of the body's joints act as third class 
levers. Sporting Example: The bicep 
contracting at the elbow to cause flexion 
(upward phase) acts as a third class lever 
system.

Mechanical advantage depends on the 
distance between effort and fulcrum when 
compared to distance of resistance from 
fulcrum – known as effort arm and resistance 
arm.

Mechanical advantage = effort arm 
resistance arm

The benefit to a lever system of having either 
a:Short effort arm =  giving rapid movements 
over a large range of movement

Short resistance arm = giving the advantage of 
being able to move a heavy weight

Questions

1. Learn / revise each of the key 
definitions using look, cover, write, 
check. Remember to green pen your 
responses. 

2. Using an example from a sport of 
your choice, identify the two types 
of movement that can occur at a 
hinge joint. (4 marks)

Sagittal Plane – Forwards and 
backwards movements. Mainly 
flexion and extension. 

Frontal Plane – Side to side 
movements. Mainly abduction and 
adduction

Transverse Plane – Rotational or 
turning movements .Mainly rotation

Transverse Axis– Passes 
horizontally through the body from 
left to right (movements in the 
sagittal plane: forwards and 
backwards)

Sagittal Axis – Passes horizontally 
through the body from back to front 
(movement in the frontal plane: 
side to side)

Longitudinal Axis – Passes vertically 
from the top of the body to the 
bottom (movement in the 
transverse plane: rotations)

Questions

1. In a tennis forehand stroke, 
Identify the plane and the axis 
when the arm bends at the elbow. ( 
2 marks)

2. During a cartwheel, Identify the 
plane and the axis about which the 
movement is taking place. (2 marks)

Components of Fitness and 
fitness test

Principles of Training (FITT & 
SPORT)

Types (Methods) of Training –
(CCWIFSP)

High Altitude Training

-2000m+ above sea level- Less 
oxygen so body has to work harder-
Body compensates by creating more 
red blood cells-Return to sea level 
and training is easier due to more 
red blood cells-Suits endurance 
athletes

TRAINING SEASONS PRE-SEASON 
(PREPARATION),Build fitness, 
aerobic, Skills needed for season.

COMPETITION 
SEASON(PEAK/PLAYING)Peak level 
of fitness, maintain it, work on skills.

POST-SEASON (TRANSITION)Rest 
and recover, light aerobic training to 
not drop too far.

Questions

1. Learn / revise each of the key 
definitions using look, cover, write, 
check. Remember to green pen your 
responses. 

2. In preparation for an important 
event, a marathon runner may train 
at altitude. Evaluate the 
effectiveness of altitude training as 
a way to improve the performance 
of a marathon runner. (6 marks) 

3. Athletes use knowledge of 
training seasons, training zones and 
other factors to ensure that they are 
in peak condition for a major event, 
such as the Olympic Games. 
Analyse how a 1500m runner would 
plan their training year before a 
major event. (9 marks)

Functions of the Skeleton Shape and 
points for attachment, Support, 
Movement, Mineral storage, Protection, 
Production of blood cells.

Joints -:Where two or more bones are 
attached to allow movement. Most 
common type of joints in the body are
synovial joints.

Ball and socket joint – large range of 
movement; forwards and backwards, 
side to side and rotation. Examples: 
Shoulder and hip.Hinge joint: Hinge 
joints are formed between where bones 
can only move along one axis to flex or 
extend. Examples: knee and elbow. 
Synovial joints characteristics Cartilage –
covers ends of bones, providing a 
smooth, friction-free surface. Capsule –
surrounds the joint and is lined with a 
synovial membrane. The outer layer of 
the capsule often includes ligaments 
that join bone to bone. Synovial 
membrane – Lines the capsule and 
produces synovial fluid that lubricates 
the joint. Synovial fluid – produced by 
the synovial membrane to lubricate the 
joint. Bursae – small bags of synovial 
fluid surrounding the joint.

Questions

1 .Flat bones provide a protective 
function within the body. 
Identify two flat bones and, using a 
sporting action of your choice, suggest 
how these bones provide protection 
during performance. (4 marks)

2.Explain the role of the skeletal 
system in producing movement of 
the body. (5 marks)

3.Movement is one of the functions 
of the skeleton. Identify three other 
functions. (3 marks)

4. Explain the function of cartilage 
in relation to movement.( 2 marks)
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WWEEEEKK  11  &&  55

CCRRIITTIICCAALL  SSTTUUDDYY
You are going to produce a 
critical study on a photographer 
of your choice from the
‘Reflections’ Theme.

Use the critical study 
framework to guide you step 

by step.
CCOONNTTEEXXTT  

You will research your chosen 
photographer to demonstrates 
your understanding of his/her 
work.

CONTENT
You should choose an image to 
describe in detail.

FFOORRMM
Write about the formal and 
compositional elements to 
demonstrate your 
understanding of shape, details, 
textures, colours, patterns, 
space and the layout of your 
chosen photograph to analyse.

MMOOOODD  
You will look closely at your 
chosen image and write about 
the mood to demonstrates your 
understanding of his/her work. 

WWEEEEKK  22  &&  66
PPHHOOTTOOSSHHOOOOTT  PPLLAANNNNIINNGG
Create a photoshoot plan using 
the Photoshoot Planning 
Guide.  

Write out your plan and include 
the following titles and 
incorporate sketches to 
illustrate your ideas.

Links to photographers
Before this shoot I have 
investigated the work of…

Concept
The idea behind this shoot is…

Equipment and location
The location I want to use for 
my shoot will be… The 
equipment I will need to take 
will be...

Lighting
To create the lighting I want for 
my shoot I will need…

Models/people/props
My models will wear…The 
props I will need will be…

Composition The 
compositional rules I will use for 
my shots will be…

WWEEEEKK  33  &&  77
PPHHOOTTOOSSHHOOOOTT

In review of your photoshoot 
plan prepare to take your 
photoshoot as you intended in 
your plan. 

Take a minimum of 35 
photographs.
Consider capturing a range of 
different angles, compositions 
and lighting set ups to present 
a varied range of shots.

Evidence this in your 
homework book by writing an 
overview of how successful you 
think your photoshoot was.

You will digitally edit your most 
successful photographs during 
the lessons.

PPHHOOTTOOGGRRAAPPHHYY

WWEEEEKK 44  &&  88
AANNNNOOTTAATTIIOONN

You are going to annotate 4 of 
your best shots or best edits 
printed within your lesson.
Use the annotation  and 
vocab guide to help you 
structure your writing. 

Consider writing about the 
formal and compositional 
elements where possible, for 
example…

Composition rules
Was it a simple composition or 
complex composition what 
compositional rules were 
involved?

Lighting
Natural or artificial lighting? 
Why was the lighting 
successful? 

Camera settings
What camera setting did you 
experiment with or perhaps 
would like to experiment with 
given further opportunity?

Angles
Was the angle successfully 
achieved?  

RREEFFLLEECCTTIIOONNSS

WWEEEEKK  99
Evaluate your Final 

Collection
An evaluation is a piece of 
writing where you look at 

your project as a whole and 
discuss its successes & 

weaknesses. This can help 
others understand what you 

were trying to achieve. 
Evaluating your work is 
really important for getting 
marks in A04. Try to be 
honest about your work 
and use appropriate 
art/photography language.

SSTTEEPPSS FFOORR  SSUUCCCCEESSSS

KKeeeepp  uupp  ttoo  ddaattee  wwiitthh  
aassssiiggnnmmeennttss  sseett  iinn  ccllaassss

If you have completed your 
weekly homework tasks, log 
onto Google Classroom and go 
through your lesson tasks to 
ensure they are complete. 
Remember even if you scored 
full marks for a piece there is 
always room for refinement and 
improvement.

MMuullttiippllee  PPhhoottoosshhoooottss

It goes without saying that the 
more photographs you have in 
response to a photographer the 
more inspiration and starting 
points you have to work from, 
so become an opportunist 
photographer and document 
what you see.
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SSHHAAPPEE

The way subjects connect to each 
other in a photo forms shapes that 
draw the eye from subject to 
subject. If your subject is already 
triangular or diamond-shaped (like 
a pyramid),
the viewer's
eye will 
Automatically
focus on that
shape. 

RRUULLEE  OOFF  TTHHIIRRDDSS
A 3x3 grid used by photographs to 
create a composition that feels 
right. Objects that fall on or near 
the lines are considered to have 
the best impact.

FFOOCCAALL  PPOOIINNTT
The main focus of a photograph, 
There is usually a line/ shape/ 
space of some form leading to it.

PPHHOOTTOOGGRRAAPPHHYY

SSYYMMMMEETTRRYY
Can create a 
balanced 
composition that 
leaves the viewer 
with a feeling the 
photograph is 
staged in some 
way. Can add a 
striking effect 
depending on the 
subject/ object 
photographed.

DDEEPPTTHH  OOFF  FFIIEELLDD
The depth of field that you select 
when taking an image will 
drastically impact the composition 
of an image. It can isolate a subject 
from its background and foreground 
(when using a shallow depth of 
field) or it can put the same subject 
in context by
revealing it’s 
Surrounds
with a larger
depth of field.

PPEERRSSPPEECCTTIIVVEE
Birdseye: From above facing 
downward Worm’s – eye: From 
below facing upward Eye – line: At 
standing height These perspectives 
can have an impact on how the 
viewer feels about the photograph, 
and how it is perceived. 

FFOORRMMAALL  AANNDD  CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTIIOONNAALL  
EELLEEMMEENNTTSS

TTEEXXTTUURREE

Photographs of two dimensional 
objects yet with the clever use of 
‘texture’ they can come alive and 
become almost three dimensional. 
You want the viewer to imagine 
how the object feels. 

CCOOMMPPOOSSIITTIIOONN
If there is space around an object 
in a composition then it is 
considered restful. Photographs 
that are zoomed in and objects 
touch the edges of the composition 
are considered dynamic. It dictates 
how much the
viewer’s eyes have to move
around the
photograph
to see everything.

PPAATTTTEERRNN
There are patterns all around us if 
we only learn to see them. 
Emphasizing and highlighting these 
patterns can lead to striking shots –
as can high lighting when patterns 
are broken. 

CCOOLLOOUURR
A lot of colour can be 
overwhelming and considered a 
bold statement. Lack of colour can 
focus the viewer on the message 
the photographer is trying to 
convey. Lack of
colour can also
accentuate the
patterns, shapes
and textures in a
photograph. 

LLEEAADDIINNGG LLIINNEESS

Lines can be powerful elements in 
an image. They have the power to 
draw the eye to key focal points in a 
shot and to impact the ‘feel’ of an 
image greatly. Diagonal, Horizontal, 
Vertical and Converging lines all 
impact images differently and
should be
spotted while
framing a shot
and then utilized
to strengthen it. 

SSHHAADDOOWWSS
Shadows can enrich a photograph. 
Photographers utilize them as 
subtle, accentuating details. 
Shadows strengthen the photo by 
adding a sense of balance, 
contrast,
emotion,
texture,
pattern or
Dimensionality
to the
composition.

NNEEGGAATTIIVVEE  SSPPAACCEE
Negative spaces should take up 
more of the image than the positive 
space. It has the effect of making 
us notice and inspect the main 
subject even more. The effect of 
negative
space is
usually to
create quiet
And isolated
images. 

AANNGGLLEESS
A face-to-face angle is taken at eye 
level to your subject. This is a very 
engaging angle and helps to 
establish a personal connection. 
For a low angle and a Bugs Eye 
View angle you need to be below 
eye level. As you get down lower, 
you make the subject of your photo
appear larger. A high
angle can create a
sense of vulnerability
making the subject
seem smaller.

LLIIGGHHTT
Light - Can be used to create 
shadow or highlight an 
object/person. - Comes in many 
different forms. - Use of light can 
have an impact on camera 
settings.
Direction
of the light
source is
very
important. 

SSTTEEPPSS FFOORR  SSUUCCCCEESSSS
Familiarise yourselves with the 4 

Assessment Objectives.
These are what you are marked against each term.
The AO’s overlap different stages of your project 
development and you will not necessarily work on 
them in order.
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PPHHOOTTOOGGRRAAPPHHYY

•
W

hat’s the nam
e 

of your chosen 
photographer and 
the series of 
photographs you 
are going to 
explore?

•
W

hat do you know
 

about the 
photographer?

•
W

hat background 
inform

ation did 
you find about the 
photographer’s 
w

ork? D
oes it 

relate to other art 
m

ovem
ents 

and/or cultural 
trends? 

•
W

ho w
as this 

photographer 
inspired by?

•
W

hy do you think 
the photographer 
took these 
photos? W

hat w
as 

his/her aim
?

SS
TT

EE
PP

11  
CC

OO
NN

TT
EE

XX
TT

•
W

hat is the shot of? H
ow

 
has the photographer set 
up the shot? W

hat is 
happening?

•
Is it a portrait? A 
landscape? R

ealistic? 
Abstract?

•
W

hat does the w
ork 

represent? W
hat does the 

Photographer w
ant us to 

think or see in the 
photograph?

•
W

hat 
purpose/them

e/genre or 
story do you think the 
photographer 
com

m
unicates? W

hat’s 
the m

essage?
•

H
ave any parts been 

exaggerated or distorted? 
If so, w

hy? W
hat are the 

m
ost detailed parts of the 

photograph?

•
D

escribe the com
position 

“layout” of the photo? 
W

hat perspective does 
this create?

SS
TT

EE
PP

  22
CC

OO
NN

TT
EE

NN
TT

•
W

hat is the 
dom

inant elem
ent?

•
W

hat angles does 
this photographer 
use? H

ow
 does the 

angle help us view
 

the photo?
•

W
hat colours does 

the photographer 
use? W

hy? 
•

W
hat kind of shapes 

or form
s can you 

find in this photo?
•

D
oes the photo have 

a sense of 
m

ovem
ent or 

stillness?
•

W
hat kind of filters 

or photographic 
techniques does the 
photographer use?

•
W

hat is the 
focus/focal point?

•
W

hat com
positional 

elem
ents have been 

used? SS
TT

EE
PP

  33
FFOO

RR
MM

CC
RR

IITT
IICC

AA
LL  SS

TT
UU

DD
YY

  ––
AA

OO
11  AA

nnaallyyssiiss

•
W

hat lighting 
have they used to 
create 
atm

osphere? W
as 

it natural sunlight 
or artificial?

•
Are shadow

s or 
reflections 
creating a m

ood?
•

H
ow

 does the 
photo m

ake you 
feel?

•
D

oes the shape, 
line or layout 
create a m

ood?
•

D
oes the colour, 

contrast or them
e 

of the w
ork affect 

your m
ood?

•
D

oes the 
photograph create 
an atm

osphere?
•

D
oes the scale of 

the photograph 
create a different 
feeling/ 
atm

osphere?

SS
TT

EE
PP

  44
MM

OO
OO

DD
1.Take your ow

n photos 
and m

ake copies 
using the sam

e styles 
&

 techniques as the 
photographer.

2.List one
other 

photographer w
hose 

w
ork is of a sim

ilar 
context, content, 
m

ood or form
 as this.

FU
R

TH
ER

 
Q

U
ESTIO

N
S TO

 
AN

SW
ER

:
1.W

hy you have chosen 
this artw

ork to study?
2.H

ow
 does it link to 

your w
ork?

3.is the them
e or  m

ood 
sim

ilar?
4.H

ow
 are you going to 

use this to help you to 
develop your ow

n 
w

ork?

SS
TT

EE
PP

SS
FFOO

RR
  

SS
UU

CC
CC

EE
SS

SS

B
efore you head out on your photoshoot answ

er the follow
ing questions:

P
H

O
TO

S
H

O
O

T
 P

LA
N

N
IN

G
 –

A
O

3 R
E

C
O

R
D

M
O

D
ELS/PEO

PLE/O
B

JEC
TS

D
o you need people/objects?

SEN
TEN

C
E STA

R
TER

 ID
EA

S
For m

y shoot I w
ill need…

M
y m

odels w
ill w

ear/be styled…

TIPS and 
H

IN
TS

U
se photos 

and 
sketches 
to help 

illustrate 
your ideas.
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PPHHOOTTOOGGRRAAPPHHYYA
nnotating or adding 

notes to your 
sketchbook pages is 
expected in A

01, A
03 

&
 A

04 and should 
com

plem
ent the w

ork 
you have practically 

created. U
se the 

follow
ing prom

pts to 
help you w

hen 
annotating your 

w
ork...

W
hat have you 

com
pleted

H
ow

 have you 
com

pleted it?
W

hat or w
ho 

inspired you?
W

as it successful
W

hat processes 
w

ere used?
W

hat could be 
im

proved?

SEN
TEN

C
E STER

TER
S

•
In this piece/photograph 
I have 

•
I have used the follow

ing 
m

aterials/filters 
•

Through w
orking in this 

w
ay I have learned how

 
to …

•
This piece contains the 
follow

ing characteristics 
•

H
ere I have show

n …
•

In the style of …
•

This piece could have 
been im

proved by 
including …

 
•

I could of m
ade greater 

use of 
•

In this piece I have used 
too m

uch/ N
ot enough 

•
I w

as inspired by …
•

To im
prove this 

piece/photo I could have 
•

In m
y next attem

pt I w
ill 

try to…

AA
NN
NN
OO
TT
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TT
IIOO
NN

EE
VV
AA
LLUU
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TT
IIOO
NN

A
n evaluation is a piece of w

riting w
here you look at your project as a w

hole and discuss its 
successes &

 w
eaknesses. This can help others understand w

hat you w
ere trying to 

achieve. 

E
valuating your w

ork is really im
portant for getting m

arks in
A

04. Try to be honest about your 
w

ork and
use appropriate art/photography language.

•
W

hat w
as the them

e for the project?
•

H
ow

 have you developed your ideas? H
ow

 did your w
ork change through the 

project?
•

H
ow

 m
uch reference m

aterial did you find? D
o you think you should have done 

m
ore or less?

•
W

hat artists/photographers, art m
ovem

ents or cultures have you looked at to 
help and inspire you?

•
W

hat m
aterials, tools and techniques did these artists/photographers use?

•
H

ow
 have your skills developed during the project?

•
A

re there any aspects of your studies that you w
ish you had explored further?

•
H

ow
 have you used form

al elem
ents such as line, tone, texture, form

, colour and 
shape? Focal points, depth of field, blurring, tilt…

?
•

W
hat m

aterials/processes did you use, and w
hy? D

id they w
ork successfully?

•
W

hat m
eaning and m

essages did you w
ant to convey and w

ere you successful?
•

A
re you happy w

ith your final piece/photograph? A
re there any elem

ents you like 
in particular? W

hy?
•

Is there anything you w
ould change? W

hy?
•

If you had to continue to develop this project w
hat w

ould you go on to do?
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Filtration separates an insoluble
solid from a liquid e.g., 
separating sand from a mixture 
of sand and water, or excess
reactant from a solution.
Crystallisation produces solid 
crystals from a solution. When 
the solution is heated, the 
solvent evaporates leaving 
behind a more concentrated 
solution.
Simple distillation separates a 
solvent from a solution. It is 
useful for producing water from 
salt solution.

Paper chromatography
separates mixtures 
of soluble substances. It relies on 
two different 'phases':
• the stationary phase - the 

absorbent paper
• the mobile phase - the solvent

that moves through the paper, 
carrying substances with it

Separation by chromatography 
produces a chromatogram, 
which can be used to identify 
unknown substances by 
comparing them with known 
substances.

Atoms are composed of :
• a central nucleus containing 

protons and neutrons
• electrons arranged in shells

Because protons, neutrons and 
electrons have very, very small 
masses and electric charges we 
describe them using their 
relative masses and relative 
charges compared to a proton.

Atoms always have equal 
numbers of protons and 
electrons so have no overall 
charge; the charges cancel each 
other out. 
The nucleus is very small 
compared to the overall size of 
the atom; the overall diameter 
of an atom can be 100,000 times 
the diameter of its nucleus.   

John Dalton first proposed that 
all matter was made up of tiny 
particles called atoms. He 
suggested that:
• atoms were tiny, hard spheres 

that could not be broken down 
into smaller parts

• atoms could not be created or 
destroyed

• each chemical element had its 
own atoms that differed from 
others in their mass

The model of the atom changed 
over time with the discovery of 
subatomic particles.  

Keywords:
Atom: the smallest part of an 
element that can exist. 
Matter: any substance that has 
mass and takes up space by 
having volume
Particle: a tiny piece of matter 
that everything is made out of
Sub-atomic particles: particles 
that are smaller than the atom; 
the three main sub-atomic 
particles are protons, neutrons 
and electrons.

There are over 100 elements. In 
the modern periodic table the 
elements are arranged into:
• rows, called periods, in order 

of atomic number
• vertical columns, called groups, 

in which the elements have 
similar chemical and physical 
properties

Each element is represented by 
its own chemical symbol. A 
chemical symbol consists of one 
or two letters:
• the first letter is always a 

capital letter 
• the second letter is in lower 

case. 
For example, the chemical 
symbol for oxygen is O and the 
chemical symbol for sodium is 
Na. 
Metal and non-metal elements 
are found on the left and right 
hand sides, respectively. The 
zigzag line in the diagram above, 
sometimes called the staircase, 
separates the metals from the 
non-metals.

The kinetic particle theory of 
matter is a model that is used to 
explain the physical properties
of solids, liquids and gases.
Solids:
• have a fixed shape and volume
• cannot flow, because their 

particles cannot move from 
place to place

• cannot be compressed, 
because their particles are 
close together and have no 
space to move into

Liquids:
• have a fixed volume but no 

fixed shape
• can flow and take the shape of 

their container, because their 
particles can move around each 
other

• cannot be easily compressed, 
because their particles are 
close together and have no 
space to move into

Gases:
• have no fixed shape or volume
• can flow and completely fill 

their container, because their 
particles can move quickly in all 
directions

• can be compressed, because 
their particles are far apart and 
have space to move into

Energy must be transferred to or 
away from a substance for 
changes of state to happen. 

Im
age show

ing the location of the 
m

etals and non-m
etals on the 

m
odern periodic table of elem

ents
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The electronic configuration of 
an element shows how the 
electrons are arranged in its 
atoms and is related to the 
position of an element on the 
periodic table. The period 
number of the element indicates 
the number of occupied shells its 
atom will have. The group 
number of the element indicates 
the number of electrons the 
atom has in its outer shell 
(except for group 0 elements, 
which have full outer shells i.e., 2 
or 8 electrons).
Each shell contains a different 
number of electrons. For the first 
20 elements (hydrogen-calcium):  
• the first (innermost) shell can 

contain up to two electrons
• the second and third shells can 

contain up to eight electrons
Electrons fill shells, starting with 
the innermost shell first.  They 
begin to occupy the next shell 
when the previous shell becomes 
full. For example, the atomic 
number of sodium is 11, which 
means an atom of sodium has 11 
protons and 11 electrons; the 
electrons are arranged as 
follows:

The electronic configuration for 
sodium can be written as: 2,8,1.

A chemical reaction is a process 
in which one or more substances, 
the reactants, are converted into 
one or more different 
substances, the products. The 
atoms are rearranged in a 
chemical reaction; they cannot 
be created or destroyed. 
For example, when iron reacts 
with sulfur a new substance 
called iron sulfide is produced. 

A chemical reaction can be 
represented by an equation. 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 → 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
The reactants are shown on the 
left, and the products on the 
right, of an arrow. 
A word equation shows the 
names of the substances 
involved in the reaction. For 
example, for the reaction above 
the word equation is:
𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 + 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 → 𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅

A balanced symbol equation 
includes the symbols and 
chemical formulae of the 
substances involved. For 
example, for the reaction above 
the balanced symbol equation is:

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅 + 𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅 → 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅
Key words:
Element: a substance made of 
only one type of atom
Compound: a substance made 
from two or more elements that 
have been chemically combined
Chemical formula: a combination 
of symbols that indicates the 
chemical composition of a 
substance

The rate of a reaction is how 
quickly a reactant is used up, or 
a product is formed. It can be 
determined by:
• measuring the production of 

a gas, using a gas syringe or 
inverted measuring cylinder.

• observing a colour change.

For a chemical reaction to occur 
the reactant particles must 
collide with sufficient energy to 
react. The minimum amount of 
energy needed for a collision to 
be successful is called the 
activation energy. When the 
frequency and/or energy of 
collisions increases the rate of 
reaction increases. This occurs 
when:
• the temperature increases
• the concentration of a 

reactant in solution 
increases

• the pressure of reacting 
gases increases. 

The law of conservation of mass 
states that in a chemical reaction 
mass is neither created or 
destroyed. Therefore no atoms 
are created or destroyed in a 
chemical reaction, they just join 
together in a different way than 
before the reaction as shown in 
the example below:

No atoms are created or 
destroyed when copper reacts 
with oxygen to produce copper 

oxide.
This means that the total mass of 
the products in a chemical 
reaction will be the same as the 
total mass of the reactants. 
Lead nitrate solution reacts with 
potassium iodide solution to 
produce lead iodide and 
potassium nitrate. The balanced 
symbol equation for the reaction 
is:
Pb(NO3)2(aq) + 2KI(aq) → PbI2(s) + 2KNO3(aq)

The balanced symbol equation 
shows that the number of atoms 
does not change, and so the 
mass cannot change as shown in 
the photo below. .

The atomic number (Z) of an 
atom is the number of protons in 
its nucleus. All atoms of the same 
element have the same unique 
atomic number. 
Most of the mass of an atom is 
concentrated in the nucleus. The 
mass of an electron is negligible; 
it can be ignored because it is so 
small.
The mass number (A) of an atom 
is the total number of protons 
and neutrons in its nucleus.
Scientists represent atomic and 
mass numbers as follows:

The number of neutrons in an 
atom can be calculated as 
follows:
𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
= 𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 − 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅 𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃
Some atoms of the same 
element have different masses; 
these atoms are known as 
isotopes. Isotopes have the same 
atomic number but different 
mass numbers so can be defined 
as: different atoms of the same 
element containing the same 
number of protons but different 
numbers of neutrons in their 
nuclei. 

Reactants Products
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Week One   Week Two   Week Three   Week Four   Week Five  

El arte 
dramático 

Drama  Las matemáticas Maths   La selección Selection  El apoyo Support  Mejorar To improve 

La asignatura Subject  El inglés English   Practico Practical  Asistir a To attend  Necesitar To need 

Las ciencias Science  La clase Class  Útil Useful  Abrir To open  Un ordenador A computer 

La cocina Cooking  La carrera Degree  Continuar To 
continue 

 Completar To complete  La nota Grade 

El dibujo Art  Estudiar To study  Los deberes Homework  Una excursion A trip  Una palabra A word 

La educación 
fisíca 

Physical 
Education 

 Escoger To 
choose 

 Aprender To learn  Una duda A doubt  La pantalla Screen 

El español Spanish  Dejar To give 
up/stop 

 Los apuntes Notes  Entender To understand  Pedir To ask for 

El francés French  Divertido Fun  La biblioteca Library  Faltar a clase To miss class  Perder To lose 

La geografía Geography  Facíl Easy  Un/una 
compañero/a 

A 
classmate 

 Intentar To try  La pizarra Board 

La historía History  Dificíl  difficult  El ejercicio Exercise   El instituto High school  Una prueba A test 

 

Week Six   Week Seven   Week Eight   Week Nine   Week Ten  
El repaso Revision  Durar To last  Un rato A while  El chicle Chewing gum  Un nombre A name 

Saber To know  El equipo Team  El recreo Break  El daño Harm, hurt  El pasillo A corridor 

Sacar buenas notas To get good 
grades 

 La evaluación Assessment  Un ruido A noise  Dejar To give up, 
stop 

 Un pendiente An ear ring 

El trabajo Work, piece 
of work 

 Funcionar To 
function, 
work 

 Suspender To fail  El edificio The building  Ponerse en 
contacto 

To get in touch 

Usar To use  Ganar To win  Terminar To finish  Escolar School (adj)  Prohibido Forbidden  

Acabar de To have just  Ir al baño To go to 
the 
bathroom 

 Tranquilo/a Peaceful  Firmar To sign  La puntualidad Punctuality  

El aire libre Open air  Un juego de 
mesa 

A board 
game 

 Último/a Last  Las 
instalaciones 

The facilities  La regla Rule 

Bonito Nice, pretty  La hora de 
comer 

Lunch time  Un apellido A surname  Un 
intercambio 

An exchange  Sufrir To suffer 

Corto/a Short  Una obra de 
teatro 

A play  La ausencia Absence  El maquillaje Make-up  Traer  To bring 

 

Empezar  To start  Pasar la lista To take the 
register 

 Buscar  To look for  Mientras  While   El uniforme Uniform  
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Week One

The use of performance enhancing 

drugs (PEDs) in Sport

Testing methods:

• Urine

• Blood

• Hair

• Nail 

Drug offences by elite performers: 

• Ben Johnson – Anabolic steroids

• Lance Armstrong – EPO/Blood 

doping

• Dwain Chambers – Anabolic Steroids

• Dwain Millar – EPO

• Justin Gatlin – Stimulants 

The whereabouts rule:
• This rule is for out of competition 

testing

• Performers must inform the 
authorities of their location to allow 
drug testing to take place 

• Must notify of a one hour period in 
every 24 hours so that they can be 
tested 

• Notification is via national 
organisation/ NGB for the sport who 
inform WADA 

• Must notify of any change to normal 
location/routine 

Week Two

The features of major sporting events

Regularity/Scheduling:

One off events 
Will generally only happen in any given 
country/city once in a generation.
• Olympics

• Football World Cup

• Commonwealth games

• World swimming championships

Regular events 
An annual event where a place could host 
more than once in a relatively short space 
of time as it is shared around as a rule. 
• UEFA Champions league

• Ryder Cup

• Speedway World Cup

Regular and recurring events 
Would be annual and is normally 
contracted for a period of years to the 
host country/city
• Wimbledon 

• FA Cup final

• F1 British Grand prix

• Masters gold tournament 

• Grand National 

• Tour de France 

Week Three

Level of investment 

Major sporting events require a lot of 
investment as it can cost millions or 
billions for the largest Worldwide events.

• Required investment 
Investment/funding that is requires 
for the sport to take place or the 
athlete to be able to perform. 

Examples:
- 2018 World cup cost Russia 
$11.8billion for construction alone. 

- UK Athletics gained £29,919,031 of 
required funding.

- UK Archery gained £30,524,595 of 
required funding. 

• Attracted investment:
Individuals or companies that may be 
attracted to investment in a sporting 
event. 

Sponsorship is a crucial element of 
attracted investment/funding. 

Sponsorship can cost companies $10 
- $25 million. 

Example:
Coca Cola, Adidas and Visa are 
World Cup sponsors. 

Week Four

Legacies

Sporting legacy
Help to promote and develop a 
lasting legacy of a sport in the
country. 

• New facilities built 
• Facilities can be used by local 

population after the event
• Participation may increase in sport 
• Role models created by the event 
• Raise awareness of the activity 
• Increased media coverage 
• Attracts increased funding

Social legacy

• Improved status of the country
• Feeling of well-being
• Morale is improved
• Increases national pride 
• Improved transport infrastructure 
• Improved housing
• Facilities can be used by local 

communities after the event
• Understanding of other cultures & 

improves friendship between nations. 

Economic legacy

• Increase in tourism 
• Shop window effect means increased 

status of country 
• May generate additional business 

links 
• Brings in money for commercial 

benefits 
• Jobs are created
• Better developed transport system. 
• Productivity increases.

Week Five

Potential benefits of hosting major 
sporting events

BENEFITS:

• Improve transport system within the 
city. Tourist and spectators will visit 
before, during and after the major 
event.

• Increase in tourism. Direct tourism 
when people visit the host city. 
Indirect tourism when people visit the 
city after the event.

• Increase in participation in some 
sports because the population is 
inspired by athletes.

• Jobs will be created to build and 
manage new buildings, stadia and 
improved infrastructure.

• Shop windows effect - Event will 
raise the status of the country as 
people will hear and see images of 
the city and country.

• Morale of the country is raised as the 
population show national pride in 
their country, city and athletes.
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Week Six

Potential drawbacks of hosting major 
sporting events

DRAWBACKS:

• Bidding process can be very 
expensive and there are no 
guarantees that the event will be 
awarded

• Event hosting costs can be more 
than the event raises, thus the city 
makes a loss. 

• Facilities can end up not being used 
after the event if the legacy is not 
planned properly 

• Can have a negative impact on the 
status of the country if the event runs 
poorly. Terrorist attacks in Munich 
1972

• Hosting the event may only help to 
promote one or a few areas of sport.

• Can cause arguments on how the 
funding should be spent.

Week Seven

National Governing Bodies

National governing bodies (NGBs) are 
independent bodies that have 
responsibility to govern and manage their 
sport within a country. 

Examples of National governing 
bodies:
• The Football Association (The FA)

• The Rugby Football Union (The RFU)

• England Netball

• England Hockey

• British Gymnastics 

The role of national governing bodies 
in sport

Promotion:
Promotion involves any kind of marketing 
used to persuade a targeted audience. 

Promoting participation:
• To increase participation 
• NGBs must try and persuade people 

to play a particular sport 
• Increase popularity through provision 

of further media attention 
• Increase exposure in the media (TV, 

radio, newspaper)

Week Eight

The role of national governing bodies 
in sport

Development:
NGBs enable performers, coaches and 
officials to develop. 

Training and development for elite 
performers, coaches and officials:
• Has to be a programme for 

performers to follow
• This includes national performance 

squads and national teams 
• Provide coaching awards
• Training of officials at all levels

Infrastructure
NGBs are responsible for the 
infrastructure of their sport

• Organise leagues for different levels 
of competitions.

• Decision making being rule changes 
• Administer any breaches of discipline 

or rule breaking 
• NGBs give advice as to what 

insurance is required for clubs, 
coaches and officials

• NGBs have a part in facility 
developments

Week Nine Week Ten

The role of national governing bodies 
in sport

Funding
NGBs decide on how to spend the 
income that is generated.

• NGBs lobby for funding from the 

Department of Digital, Culture, Media 

and Sport 

• NGBs present to government of the 

need for funding and how it will be 

spent 

• NGBs are also funded through 

different sources:

- Money from grants 

- NGB membership fees 

- Money from TV rights 

- Money from sponsorship 

- Money from merchandise sold 

• NGBs decide how to distribute the 

money 

• NGBs provide support to performers 

on how to apply for funding

The role of national governing bodies 
in sport

Support
NGBs provide other forms of support via 
their websites and administration teams.

• Technical advice refers to advice on 
equipment, venues and surfaces

• Advice on playing equipment, any 
banned equipment, advice on playing 
surfaces 

• NGBs provide location and contact 
details for local clubs 

• Provide information on how to get 
started:
- Where your local club is 
- What age ranges are catered for 
- When starter events are being held

Policies and initiatives
NGBs set many policies and procedures 
which set the direction and vision of that 
sport in the country.

• NGBs will have anti-doping policies 
and guidance.

• Anti-doping refers to procedures 
taken to prevent sportspeople from 
taking performance enhancing drugs. 

• NGBs promote appropriate etiquette, 
sporting behaviour and fair play

• Improve behaviour of coaches and 
parents to act as positive role models

• NGBs involve themselves and 
promote community engagement 

• NGBs have a large role in ensuring 
advice is given on safeguarding 
children
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A histogram is made up of 

series of bars. The class          
boundaries are written as a 
continuous scale.
Frequency Density = 

Frequency  ÷ class width
Alternatively,   Frequency = 
frequency density x class width
Use frequency density as the 
height of the bar.

The area of each bar represents 
the frequency of the class 
interval.

A stem and leaf diagram allows 
you to show the distribution in 
the same way as a frequency 
diagram, retaining details of the 
data:

Always include a key.
Number of leaves = number of 
data.
In the example above there are 
2 results of 36

Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficient (𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠) is given by:

= “sigma” means “the sum of” 
whatever follows the       symbol.

D is the difference between the 
rankings

n is the number of ranks 

If 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 is close to 1 there is a 
strong positive linear correlation 
and close agreement between 
the rankings

If 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 is close to -1 there is a 
strong negative linear 
correlation and close to 
complete disagreement 
between the rankings

If 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 is close to 0 there is no 
linear correlation and so no 
agreement or disagreement  
between the rankings

Tied ranks gain the mean value 
of the ranks that they would 
have had if they were not tied.

The point of SRCC is to give a 
more precise measure of 
correlation than you can get 
from a scatter graph.

A two way table shows two 
variables at the same time:

Comparative pie charts can be 
used to compare different sized 
data sets; the areas of the two 
circles should be in the same 
ratio as the two frequencies:

𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟12: 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟22 𝑟𝑟1: 𝑟𝑟2 = √𝑓𝑓1: √ 𝑓𝑓2

A compound bar chart has single 
bars split into sections for each 
category. It is easy to compare 
the data:

A population pyramid allows 
you to compare aspects of a 
population, usually gender.
A bit like a back-to-back stem 
and leaf diagram, the data 
extends left and right of the 
middle of the diagram

When sorting continuous data 
into frequency tables, the class 
intervals must be joined but not 
overlapping. Inequalities can be 
used to define class boundaries 
(and make sure they don’t 
overlap).

A continuous line graph can be 
used to estimate or predict from 
known data.

A line of best fit should pass 
through the mean point.

The equation of the line of 
best fit for a linear expression  
is y= 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏

The equation of the line of
best fit for a non linear expression  
is y = 𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 or   y= 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛+b

Interpolation is where you find 
values within the range of 
values you are given.

Extrapolation is where you find 
values outside the range of values 
you are given; this does not give 
accurate results.

Causal relationship is when the 
change in one variable directly 
causes a change in the another 
variable.

Correlation does not necessarily 
mean there is causal relationship.

Stem & LeafHistograms Scatter graphs Spearman
Interpolation & extrapolation Pie chartsTwo way tablesSkew

Hyperlinks: Hyperlinks:
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A time series is a set of 
observations of a variable taken 
over a period of time.

A trend line is a line that shows 
a general trend of the data.

A long term trend is the way a 
graph appears to be going over a 
long period of time. There may 
be a rising trend, a falling trend 
or a level trend.

A moving average is an average 
worked out for a given number 
of successive observations; 

3 point moving average uses 
three items of data, 4 point 
moving average uses four items 
of data.

A frequency polygon is used to 
show the shape of a continuous 
frequency distribution:

A control chart is a time series 
chart that is used for process 
control.

If the plotted values are within 
the warning limits the process is 
under control.  If a value is 
between the warning and action 
limits another sample is taken. If 
it is outside the action limit the 
process is stopped and the 
machine is reset:

Seasonal Variations are the 
differences between actual 
and trend values shown by the 
trend line.  They have a 
pattern that repeats each year

Seasonal variation at a point = 
actual value – trend value 

Estimated mean seasonal 
variation = mean of all the 
seasonal variations for that 
season

Predicted value = trend line 
value + estimated seasonal 
variation

A discrete uniform distribution 
has n distinct outcomes. 

Each outcome is equally likely. 

The probability of any outcome 
is  1𝑛𝑛

A binomial distribution has a 
fixed number of independent 
trials n, each of which has only 
two outcomes, success or 
failure.  

The probability of success is p

The probability of failure is q  

(q = 1 – p)

If n binomial trials are conducted 
the probability for each event 
will be the terms of the 
expansion 𝑝𝑝 + 𝑞𝑞 𝑛𝑛

Binomial Expansion:  (the 
generalised a and b below refer 
to p and q in the case of 
probability), as above: 

Usually you just use specific 
terms from the RHS to answer a 
question. The index on the LHS 
matches the number of trials.

e.g. If you flip a fair coin 3 times, 
you use 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 3, with a = 0.5, b
= 0.5

Chain base index number tells 
you the annual percentage 
change – use the previous year 
as a base year and work out the 
relative value.

Weighted index number 
calculate the index number for 
every element and then find the 
weighted average of all the 
elements.

Retail price index is a weighted 
mean of the price relatives of 
goods and services. It is a way of 
showing the average spending 
of a household.

A vertical line graph can be used 
to show discrete data; it is 
similar to a bar chart:

Data that is widely spread is 
grouped into classes, between 5 
– 10 intervals is appropriate.  
The class widths can vary in 
width and can be left open if 
extreme values are unknown.

Data divided into 100 equal parts 
form percentiles.
Data divided into 10 equal
parts form deciles.

An outlier is any value which is  
1.5 (or more) times the IQR 
below the LQ or above the UQ

An index number shows the rate 
of change of in quantity value or 
price of an item over time.

Frequency polygons
Binomial Normal

Trend Moving average
Control chart

Est. mean C. freqHyperlinks: Hyperlinks:
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Week 1: Biology Week 3: Physics Week 4: Biology Week 5: Chemistry Week 2: Chemistry
An alloy is a mixture of two or 
more elements, where at least 
one element is a metal. Many 
alloys are mixtures of two or 
more metals. Converting pure 
metals into alloys often increases 
the strength of the product. 

Copper and zinc atoms have 
different sizes. This distorts the 
regular lattice structure in brass, 
so layers of atoms cannot slide 
over each other so easily.

Iron is alloyed with other metals 
to produce a range of alloy 
steels. Different steels have 
different properties.

Aluminium, copper and gold are 
also useful metals.

Radioactivity in medicine: 
Doctors use radioactive sources 
for a number of reasons:
Sterilisation of surgical 
instruments.
Beams of gamma rays, called a 
gamma knife, can be used to kill 
cancerous tumours deep inside 
the body. The beams are aimed 
at the tumour from many 
different directions to maximise 
the dose on the tumour but to 
minimise the dose on the 
surrounding soft tissue.
In medical applications that 
involve using radioactive 
sources, efforts are made to 
ensure that irradiation does not 
cause any long-term effects. This 
is done by considering:
• the nature of decay (alpha, 

beta or gamma)
• the half-life (long enough 

for the isotope to produce 
useful measurements, but 
short enough for the 
radioactive sources to decay 
to safe levels soon after use)

• Toxicity
Cancer tumours can be treated 
by injecting them with a 
radioactive material. The cancer 
cells absorb radiation from the 
material and receive a high dose 
of energy. Doctors must work 
out the danger to nearby healthy 
tissue before giving this 
treatment. In some cases, 
injected radioactive sources 
(such as technetium-99) can be 
used as tracers to make soft 
tissues, such as blood vessels or 
the kidneys show up through 
medical imaging processes.

To enable genes to code for 
proteins, the bases A, T, G and C 
get together - not in pairs - but in 
triplets. This is how it works:
1. Each triplet of bases codes for 
one particular amino acid.
2. Amino acids are made in the 
number and order dictated by 
the number and order of base 
triplets.
3. The amino acid molecules join 
together in a long chain to make 
a protein molecule. The number 
and sequence of amino acids 
determines which protein is 
produced.
Each protein is made up of large 
numbers of amino acid 
molecules. Since many of the 
proteins made are enzymes, 
genes control the cell's internal 
chemistry.

The DNA code for the protein
remains in the nucleus, but a 
copy, called mRNA, moves from 
the nucleus to the ribosomes
where proteins are synthesised
in the cytoplasm. The protein 
produced depends on the 
template used, and if this 
sequence changes a different 
protein will be made. Carrier 
molecules bring specific amino
acids to add to the growing 
protein in the correct order. 
There are only about 20 different 
naturally-occurring amino acids.

A hydrocarbon is a compound 
consisting of carbon and 
hydrogen only. 
The alkanes are saturated
hydrocarbons; their carbon 
atoms are joined together by 
single bonds. Their general 
formula is CnH2n+2. The formulae 
of the first four alkanes are 
shown in the table below:

The alkenes are unsaturated 
hydrocarbons; they contain at 
least one double covalent bond 
(C=C) between adjacent carbon 
atoms. Their general formula is 
CnH2n

. The formulae of the first 
three alkenes are shown in the 
table below:

Homologous series: a ‘family’ of 
organic compounds that have 
the same functional group and 
similar chemical properties.  

DNA is a polymer made from 
four different nucleotides. These 
are arranged in a repeating 
fashion. Each nucleotide consists 
of alternating sugar and 
phosphate sections with one of 
the four different bases attached 
to the sugar.

Each strand of DNA is made of 
chemicals called bases. There are 
four different bases in DNA: 
thymine, T    adenine, A       
guanine, G    cytosine, C
There are chemical bonds 
between the two strands in DNA, 
formed by pairs of bases. They 
always pair up in a particular 
way, called complementary base 
pairing: thymine pairs with 
adenine (T–A) and guanine pairs 
with cytosine (G–C).
Genes are sections of the DNA. 
Each gene has the code for 
creating a specific protein. The 
sequence of bases in the gene 
controls which amino acids are 
joined in order to make a specific 
new protein (or enzyme) 
molecule. The proteins are then 
folded into their correct shape to 
make them functional.

Metal Relative tensile 
strength

Copper 3

Zinc 2

Brass 5

Alloy Composition

Magnalium Aluminium and 
magnesium

Brass Copper and zinc

Jewellery gold Gold and copper
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Week 6: Physics Week 8: Chemistry Week 9: Physics Week 10: BiologyWeek 7: Biology
Protein synthesis: Cells express 
their genes by converting the 
genetic message into protein. 

This process of protein synthesis 
occurs in two stages -
transcription and translation.

Transcription:
When a gene is to be expressed, 
the base sequence of DNA is 
copied or transcribed into mRNA 
(messenger RNA). This process 
takes place in the nucleus and 
occurs in a series of stages.

Translation: 

After translation, the 
polypeptide is finally folded into 
the correct shape and becomes a 
protein. Peptide bonds form 
between the adjacent amino 
acids to finalise the structure.

The alcohols are a homologous 
series of compounds that contain 
a hydroxyl (-OH) functional 
group. A functional group is an 
atom, or group of atoms, that 
determine the main chemical 
properties of an organic 
compound. 
The general formula for the 
alcohols is CnH2n+1OH. The 
formulae of the first four 
alcohols are shown in the table 
below:

The carboxylic acids are a 
homologous series of 
compounds that contain a 
carboxyl (-COOH) functional 
group. The formulae of the first 
four carboxylic acids are shown 
in the table below:

Alcohols can be oxidised to form 
carboxylic acids. This is why 
wine, containing ethanol, left 
open to air turns into vinegar 
(ethanoic acid). 

A moment is the turning effect of 
a force. Moments act about a 
point in a clockwise or 
anticlockwise direction. The 
point chosen could be any point 
on the object, but the pivot –
also known as the fulcrum – is 
usually chosen.

The magnitude of a moment can 
be calculated using the equation:
𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 𝒎𝒎𝒐𝒐 𝒂𝒂 𝒐𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒎𝒎 =
𝒐𝒐𝒎𝒎𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒎𝒎 𝒙𝒙 𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒂𝒂𝒎𝒎𝒇𝒇𝒎𝒎 or 𝑴𝑴 = 𝒐𝒐𝒅𝒅
moment (M) is measured in 
newton-metres (Nm), force (F) in 
newtons (N) and distance (d) in 
metres (m).

If an object is balanced, the total 
clockwise moment about a pivot
is equal to the total anticlockwise 
moment about that pivot. This is 
called ‘the principle of 
moments’.
A lever consists of: a pivot, an 
effort and a load. Levers make 
use of moments to act as a force
multiplier. They allow a larger 
force to act upon the load than is 
supplied by the effort, so it is 
easier to move large or heavy 
objects.
Gears are wheels with toothed 
edges that rotate on an axle or 
shaft. The teeth of one gear fit 
into the teeth of another gear. 
This lets one gear turn the other, 
meaning one axle or shaft can be 
used to turn another shaft.

Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) 
studied inheritance in pea plants. 
One of his observations was that 
the inheritance of each 
characteristic is determined by 
'units' that are passed on to 
descendants unchanged.
The genetic diagram shows the 
outcome of Mendel's first cross. 
All offspring have red flowers 
(100%), even though they are 
heterozygous (Ff) and carry the 
recessive allele for white flowers.

Mendel's work expanded the 
knowledge of genetics before 
DNA had even been discovered. 
His work was not accepted by 
scientists when he was alive for 
three main reasons: 1. when he 
presented his work to other 
scientists he did not 
communicate it well. 2. it was 
published in a scientific journal 
that was not well known. 3. he 
could not explain the science 
behind why characteristics were 
inherited. 
In the early 20th century, it was 
observed that chromosomes and 
Mendel's 'units' behaved in 
similar ways.

Nuclear power:  The nuclei of 
atoms contain a large amount of 
energy. Releasing this energy 
would free the world from 
having to use fossil fuels. There 
are two methods of doing this: 
fission and fusion.
Nuclear fission is the splitting of 
a large atomic nucleus into 
smaller nuclei.

In a nuclear reactor, a slow-
moving neutron is absorbed into 
a nucleus (typically uranium-
235). This causes the nucleus to 
become uranium-236, which is 
unstable.
Nuclear fusion is when two 
small, light nuclei join together 
to make one heavier nucleus. 
Fusion reactions occur in stars 
where, e.g., two hydrogen nuclei 
fuse together under high 
temperatures and pressure to 
form a nucleus of a helium 
isotope.
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Week 1

furthermore
Furthermore is used to 
introduce a piece of information 
or opinion that adds to or 
supports the previous one.
Synonyms: in addition, also, 
additionally, moreover

Examples:
• She always arrives on time. 

Furthermore, her work is 
always excellent.

• The house is beautiful. 
Furthermore, it's in a great 
location.

• I don’t know what happened 
to the documents, and 
furthermore, I don’t care.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘furthermore’. Tip: you 
can collect sentences from all 
your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 2

moreover
You use moreover to introduce 
a piece of information that adds 
to or supports the previous 
statement.
Synonyms: in addition, also, 
additionally, furthermore

Examples:
• The whole report is badly 

written. Moreover, it's 
inaccurate.

• He enjoys selling and, 
moreover, is good at it.

• It was a good car. Moreover, 
the price was quite 
reasonable.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘moreover’. Tip: you 
can collect sentences from all 
your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 3

likewise
You use likewise when you are 
comparing two methods, states, 
or situations and saying that 
they are similar.
Synonyms: in addition, as well, 
in the same way

Examples:
• He thanked his boss for his 

kindness. Likewise, he thanked 
his colleagues. 

• I stretched before the 
competition. Likewise, my 
competitor warmed up in the 
changing room. 

• Poor physical health can affect 
quality of life; likewise, mental 
health can have a significant 
impact.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘likewise’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.

Week 5

indeed
You use indeed to introduce a 
further comment or statement 
which strengthens the point you 
have already made.
Synonyms: in fact, actually, in 
truth, undeniably, 

Examples:
• Climate change is undeniably 

serious. Indeed, it might be 
the most important global 
problem of the century. 

• We have nothing against 
diversity; indeed, we want 
more of it.

• The teacher does, indeed, 
know a lot about mechanical 
engineering. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘indeed’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms to 
help you. 

Types of connecting words: 
• Coordinating conjunctions link two clauses as an equal pair (e.g. and, but, so, or). Kylie is young but she can kick the ball quite hard. 
• Subordinating conjunctions introduce a subordinate clause (e.g. if, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, because). Despite the rain, the match continued to full time. The match 

continued to full time, despite the rain.
• Conjunctive adverbials act as conjunctions, linking sentences or clauses. (e.g. furthermore, consequently, conversely, meanwhile, despite this). When a writer wants to link ideas in a 

discursive piece of writing, they can use conjunctive adverbs or adverbials. They come in four categories: Causal, Developing, Contradicting, Temporal (Time). In this knowledge organiser, we 
are focusing on Developing and Causal adverbials. 

• Top tip for using commas with conjunctive adverbials: 
• If it begins or ends a clause, it needs to be separated with a comma. E.g. Mobile phone use is increasing. Indeed, more of the world’s population has access to a mobile phone than 

access to a working toilet. 
• If it is embedded, it needs a comma before and after it. E.g. Many cafés and bars have stopped using plastic straws. The use of plastic bottles and cups, however, is still endemic.

Week 4

similarly
You use similarly to say that 
something is similar to 
something else.
Synonyms: alike, too, 
correspondingly, in addition

Examples:
• Cars must stop at red traffic 

lights; similarly, bicycles have 
to stop too.

• Similes create an image by 
comparison. Similarly, 
metaphors also create an 
image. 

• Viruses have capsids to 
protect them. Similarly, 
nuclear membranes provide 
protection. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs of 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘similarly’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you. 
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Week 6

as a result
You use as a result to introduce 
information that is because of or 
due to previous information.
Synonyms: therefore, 
consequently, so

Examples:
• Jackson was late every day; as 

a result, he lost his job.
• David twisted his ankle and, as 

a result, he won’t be taking 
part in the basketball 
tournament. 

• Crude oil was spilled in the 
ocean. As a result, many fishes 
and sea creatures died. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the phrase  ‘as a result’. Tip: you 
can collect sentences from all 
your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 7

consequently
You use consequently to 
indicate that the information 
you are stating is as a result of 
previous information. 
Synonyms: therefore, thus

Examples:
• All the shops were closed. 

Consequently, we couldn't buy 
any food.

• The company is trying to 
reduce its costs; consequently, 
staff who leave are not being 
replaced.

• His explanation was full of 
technical jargon. 
Consequently, nobody 
understood it at all. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘consequently’. Tip: 
you can collect sentences from 
all your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 8

therefore
You use therefore to introduce a 
logical result or conclusion.
Synonyms: so, consequently, 
hence

Examples:
• The children will be walking to 

the farm and, therefore, they 
will need to wear suitable 
footwear.

• Muscle cells need lots of fuel. 
Therefore, they burn lots of 
calories. 

• The storm made the forest 
pitch dark; therefore, 
searching was useless until it 
abated.

• War, therefore, went on.

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘therefore’. Tip: you 
can collect sentences from all 
your different teachers’ 
classrooms to help you.

Week 10

thus
You use thus to indicate that the 
statement you are about to 
make is a consequence of what 
you have just said.
Synonyms:  so, therefore, hence, 
for this reason

Examples:
• Exercise made us more 

hungry; thus our food supplies 
ran out.

• We have failed. Thus we have 
to deal with  the 
consequences.

• She accepted the job offer. 
Thus, she became the CEO of 
the company. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘thus’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms to 
help you.

Types of connecting words: 
• Coordinating conjunctions link two clauses as an equal pair (e.g. and, but, so). Kylie is young but she can kick the ball quite hard.
• Subordinating conjunctions introduce a subordinate clause (e.g. if, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, because). Despite the rain, the match continued to full time. The match 

continued to full time, despite the rain.
• Conjunctive adverbials act as conjunctions, linking sentences or clauses (e.g. furthermore, consequently, conversely, meanwhile, despite this). When a writer wants to link ideas in a discursive 

piece of writing, they can use conjunctive adverbs or adverbials. They come in four categories: Causal, Developing, Contradicting, Temporal (Time). In this knowledge organiser, we are focusing 
on Developing and Causal adverbials. 

• Top tip for using commas with conjunctive adverbials: 
• If it begins or ends a clause, it needs to be separated with a comma. E.g. Mobile phone use is increasing. Indeed, more of the world’s population has access to a mobile phone than 

access to a working toilet. 
• If it is embedded, it needs a comma before and after it. E.g. Many cafés and bars have stopped using plastic straws. The use of plastic bottles and cups, however, is still endemic.

Week 9

hence
You use hence to indicate that 
the statement you are about to 
make is a consequence of what 
you have just said.
Synonyms: so, thus, therefore

Examples:
• The prime minister was 

attending the conference, 
hence all the extra security.

• European music happens to 
use a scale of eight notes, 
hence the term ‘octave’.

• The roads were covered in ice; 
hence, it was not safe to drive.

• Dickens believed in fighting 
social injustice. Hence, many 
of his books focus on poverty 
in  Victorian Britain. 

Your turn:
Write at least five pairs or 
sentences of your own including 
the word ‘hence’. Tip: you can 
collect sentences from all your 
different teachers’ classrooms 
to help you.
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